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If K is a connected subgroup of a nilpotent Lie group G, the irreducible decom- 
position of the action on L’(K\G) has either pure infinite or boundedly tinite multi- 
plicities. In the finite case the authors recently proved that the algebra D(K\G) of 
G-invariant differential operators on K\G is commutative, even if the action is not 
multiplicity free, and produced evidence for the conjecture that D(K\G) is 
isomorphic to the algebra of all Ad*(K)-invariant polynomials on the annihilator 
I’ c g*, where f is the Lie algebra of K. Here the conjecture is proved for a large 
class of data (K, G). For such pairs an explicit construction of the isomorphism can 
be found; it is a type of Fourier transform with some unusual nonlinear aspects. 
Furthermore the operators in D(K\G) have tempered fundamental solutions. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a Lie subgroup of a connected, simply connected nilpotent 
Lie group G. We denote their Lie algebras by I, g, respectively. Let 
1 E K” be a character, and set r = Ind(Kf G, x). We regard T as acting by 
right translation on the functions Y*(G, r) = (f: G + @ If(kx) = X(k)f(x) 
for all kEK, XEG, and jK,G If(x)l”& < a}. Similarly, we write 
5T(G,r)= {f~q~(G):f(kx)=~(k)f(x)forall kEK, XEG), %‘F(G, z)= 
(f~w:“(G, r): f has compact support mod K}, etc. 
* Research supported in part by National Science Foundation Grants DMS 86-03169, 
DMS 89-02993 and DMS 87-03334, 89-07776, respectively. 
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We want to study the harmonic analysis of r. At the most basic level, 
this means knowing a direct integral decomposition for r. This problem 
was first solved in [9, 153; see [7] or [21] for somewhat simpler 
treatments. We can describe the answer as follows: there is a Lie 
homomorphism frz f* such that X(exp Y) = e2nif(Y), all YE I. Extend f to a 
functional on g* (which we also denote by f), and let D, =f + I’. Then 
where K acts on Q, by the coadjoint action, n, corresponds to ZEO,/K by 
the Kirillov correspondence, and p is the push-forward of (a finite measure 
equivalent to) Lebesgue measure. 
Beyond this, harmonic analysis can take various directions. Here we 
investigate some questions that appear to be related naturally to the study 
of differential operators on V”(G, 7). Let D,(K\G) be the algebra of 
operators D) V’(G, r), where D is a differential operator on G taking Q?= 
(G, z) into itself and commuting with the action of 7 on that space. In [8], 
we showed (following Jacobsen [ 17)) that one can get a more concrete 
description of D,(K\G). Let a, be the subspace of u(g) generated by the 
elements Y + 27rif( Y)I, YE I, and let u(g) a, be the left ideal generated by 
a,, u(g,7)=(Aeu(g):[A, Y]cu(g)a, for all Yet). Elements of u(g) 
(regarded as right invariant operators) take w”(G) to itself and commute 
with right translation, and those in u(g, z) map $P(G, r) to itself. Thus we 
get a natural map y: u(g, 7) + D,(K\G). Theorem 4.1 of [8] says that 
y: u(g, 7) -+ D,(K\G) is surjective, with kernel u(g) a,. 
We would like to understand D,(K\G) in terms of the orbit picture for 
the spectrum and multiplicities of r. In particular, we would like to answer 
the following questions: 
(a) When is D,(K\G) commutative? 
(b) Do operators in the center ZD,(K\G) have tempered 
fundamental solutions (i.e., for A E ZD,(K\G), is there a 
tempered istribution r such that At = SKer the point mass 
at the coset Ke)? (2) 
We could then use these results to improve existing solvability criteria for 
more general operators on K\G (see Lion [ 18-201 for some known results 
and [8, Section 71 for some speculations). 
The decomposition (1) for 7 leads to a primary decomposition, 
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where v is the push-forward of p under the Kirillov orbit map and 
m(n) = number of Ad*(K)-orbits in Co, n 52, ( OZ = Kirillov orbit for z). 
It is also known (from [7, 9,211) that either W(R)= co v-a.e. (the infinite 
case) or that 3M with m(n) < M v-a.e. (the finite case). As shown in 
[7, 9,211, the condition 
m(n) < co for generic R E spec(z) = supp(v) (3) 
holds precisely when 
dimG.I=2dimK.I for generic IE 0, = f + fl. (4) 
Evidence has accumulated that there is a very nice description of D,(K\G) 
in the finite multiplicity case. We showed in [8] that D,(K\G) is always 
commutative in this case, while examples in low-dimensional cases suggest 
that D,(K\G) is never commutative in the case of infinite multiplicity. 
When m(n) < co, we can say more: in [8], commutativity was proved by 
showing that D,(K\G) is isomorphic to a generating subalgebra of the field 
C(Q,)” of Ad*(K)-invariant rational functions on Q,. There seems to be a 
close connection between D,(K\G) and the algebra CIO,lK of Ad*(K)- 
invariant polynomials, and we make the following conjecture: 
Conjecture 1. If m(x) < cc for generic rr~spec(t), then D,(K\G)z 
a=CQ,l”. 
If this is true, it is also important to know how the isomorphism is 
realized. In [2, 31, Benoist gave a complete analysis of nilpotent symmetric 
spaces K\G, i.e., the case where there is an involutive automorphism a of 
g such that f= {Xe g: a(X) = X}, and where x = 1. For these he showed 
that 
(a) D,(K\G)rfZ[f’]K, and in particular is commutative. 
(Here, 52, = f’.) 
(b) Every operator in D,(K\G) has a tempered fundamental 
solution on K\G. (5) 
Using the special features of symmetric spaces, he also showed that the 
isomorphism is given by an explicit Fourier transform. Symmetric spaces 
are rather special; for instance, they have m, = 1, and then commutativity 
of D,(K\G) is not so surprising. The results in [8] are for arbitrary G, K, 
x, but the methods intrinsically involve rational functions associated with 
orbit parametrizations and do not reveal the connection with K-invariant 
polynomials on Sz,. Also, the map implementing the embedding D,(K\G) 5 
@(Q,)“ is constructed inductively, and in examples it is often difficult to 
express this map in closed form. 
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The present paper is concerned with finding a canonical, explicit realiza- 
tion of the decomposition (1) that reveals the validity of (5) for a 
reasonably large class of data (g,f, 1). Our work applies when the following 
conditions are met: 
(i) m, < cc for generic rroSpec(z)=supp v. 
(ii) g contains a subalgebra b that polarizes generic ZE n, = 
f + I1 and is normalized by I. (6) 
Our main result is the following: 
1.1. THEOREM. Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie 
group, K a connected Lie subgroup, and x = ;rr a character on K associated 
with some f E g* such that f 1, is a Lie homomorphism. Set r = Ind(K t G, x/), 
and assume that the conditions (6) are satisfied. Then: 
(a) lLb,(K\G) is isomorphic to C[Q,]“; 
(b) every nonzero element of D,(K\G) has a tempered fundamental 
solution. 
We prove this by exhibiting an explicit isometry 
where pLn is Lebesgue measure on a,, pLe is Ad*( K)-invariant on 8 for 
generic OEO,/K, and v gives the disintegration pn = jgZIK pe dv(8). This 
map has global smoothness properties which are revealed by examining a 
suitably defined “core” ~Y:E=* that is invariant under r(u(g)) and 
D,(K\G), and is Frechet dense in Z,“. This core is defined as the set of 
functions in qR”(G, r) that are “Schwartz transverse to K\G cosets”; Y: is 
also the range of the averaging map Q,: 9’(G) -+ P(G, r), 
Q,wk) = jK w(k) X(k) dk w E Y(G), 
which intertwines the right actions R,, R(A) for A E u(g) with the actions 
rg, z(A) on 3’:. Notice that D,(K\G) need not leave X,” invariant, and 
9= is in some sense the largest subspace of X,” on which we may compare 
the actions of D,(K\G) and r(u(g)). Notice also that once we restrict atten- 
tion to actions on 9* we are outside the realm of the usual theory of C” 
vectors as given in, e.g., [25]. 
The first step in proving Theorem 1.1 is to construct a surjective 
isomorphism Yy, : Y: + Y’(fir) such that: 
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(i) !Pr extends to an isometric isomorphism from & to T2(0,, pO) 
for a suitably normalized choice of Lebesgue measure pup. 
(ii) Each A E u(g) corresponds to a polynomial coefficient differen- 
tial operator r(A)^ on Sz, such that YJr(A)q) =r(A)^(‘Y,cp) for all 
(PEZ. 
(iii) Each DE D,(K\G) corresponds to a polynomial coefficient dif- 
ferential operator D” on Q, such that Pr(Dcp) = D h (ul,cp) for all rp E yr. 
Next we show that the operators r(A)“, D” all restrict to generic K-orbits 
0 E B,/K (these are closed submanifolds in Q,). This is the hard part of the 
proof; it uses the work of Fujiwara [13]. 
Under Yf: Y: + 9’(52,, pQ) g [gXIK y2(8, pB) dv(B), a vector 4p E Y: 
corresponds to a smooth function !Pr:cp E 9’(Q,), which decomposes by 
restriction to K-orbits: Y7u,cp = s&K !P7qCp(,dv(8), with Y7,cpI,~9’(0) for 
generic 0. The restriction properties of operators r(A),“, DA can be used to 
show that r decomposes as r rJ@ Q,,K ze dv(B), where zg is modeled in 
Z’(tI, ,ue) with C” vectors 2,” =9’(e), QE G” corresponds to the 
G-orbit G f 19, and that 
is the C” decomposition of r(A) acting on XT, as in [14,24]. The action 
of DE D,(K\G) on vectors in Y: also decomposes: 
that is, if cp E Y: then Y*,cp E Y(Q,) has decomposition s&R ul,cp(, dv(8), 
while 
by definition of the restrictions D h ( Be 
Once we have these decompositions, D h le automatically commutes with 
{T(A)“l8:AEU(g)}=n,(u(9)), and since ne is irreducible on 3E”z =9’(e) 
we conclude that D h 1 0 is scalar and is constant for generic 8. Since D h is 
a polynomial coefficient differential operator on 52,, D h =p(l)Z for some 
Ad*(K)-invariant polynomial on IR,. Conversely, we can use an inverse to 
the map Y* to associate an element of D,(K\G) with every element of 
@[s2,]K. This leads directly to Theorem 1.1. 
The construction of vl, can be outlined as follows: we choose a weak 
Malcev basis X,, ,.., X, for g (so that gi= R -span{X,, . . . . Xi} is always a 
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subalgebra) passing through In 6, I, and I + b (which is a subalgebra 
because (6) implies that [I, b] s b). This basis lets us coordinatize G and 
K\G, so that (for example) K\G z [Wnmp, where p = dim f. We then use a 
Fourier transform in these Malcev coordinates to transform the action of 
z to one on Y*(Q,). After some effort one can show that this transform has 
the desired properties. 
The bulk of the work is in Sections 4 and 5. Section 2 is concerned with 
needed material on C” vectors, and Section 3 with the enveloping algebra 
description of D,(K\G). Section 6 is devoted to examples. 
2. CrnV~c~o~s AND C-" VECTORS 
Let p be a unitary representation of G, acting on XP. We assemble here 
some results about the space &‘T of %Y vectors on p and about its 
antidual, 2 ; m. The basic reference is [25]; however, that paper uses 
V,“(G) on arbitrary G, while we need 9’(G) for nilpotent G, so that we 
need to deal with some technical details. Let (X,, . . . . Xn} be a basis 
for g. The (Frechet) topology on Y(G) is given by seminorms 
llP/dd~(X*)Pllm, or by the seminorms I( ps(g) L(P)fll m, or by the 
corresponding L2-norms, where ps is any polynomial function on G and 
L(A), R(A) are the left, right actions of A mu on G as right-, left- 
invariant operators. (See [5, Appendix 21, for equivalence of these norms.) 
The (Frtchet) topology on XT is given by seminorms 
&‘; O” is the space of all conjugate linear continuous functionals on Xp” (in 
this topology). If w E Y(G), c E XP, then p( w)i = lG w(g) p( g)[ dg o 3E”T, 
and 
P(A)P(w)i=PudA)w)i, P(g) P(WK =Pvp)L 
VAeu(g), geG, weY(G). 
Also, C-span(p(w)<: WEY’(G), 5 EJ$) is dense in ZF and invariant 
under p(G) and p(u(g)). (From results in [12], this space is equal to X,“.) 
We also have 
The map p: Y(G) x 2,” +X’, m is jointly (Frechet) continuous. (7) 
[By Banach-Steinhaus, we need only show separate continuity; that 
follows from the Closed Graph Theorem.] 
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On 2;” we have a contragredient action p’ with (p’(g)a, c) = 
(4 p(g-‘)[). If WE%:(G), the compactness of the support lets us write 
= (a, P(w*K) = (P(w*P, C), (8) 
where w*(x) = w(x-‘); the continuity of p’(w)u follows from (7). 
For WE Y(G), p’(w)u is still defined as a transpose, p’(w)u=p(w*)‘u; 
this is a continuous functional, and we get an algebraic action Y(G) x 
“P *-biqy? The integral formula (8) still holds; to see this we need to 
check absolute convergence, and this requires control of g H (a, p(g- ‘)c ). 
The continuity of the functional a means that there exist C, N with 
Since pk-‘) ~0’~) p(g) = d-@g-‘) X”) = Clsl GN p&J PW’% where 
p,@ is a polynomial in g, we have (for any Ial <N) 
IlPw)Pk)rll= Pk) 1 P,/3kbW% 1 p,p(g)p(X% 
WI C N ISI QN 
Therefore ((a, p(g)01 is bounded by a polynomial, and the integral in (8) 
is absolutely convergent when w E 9’(G). Now let (w,} be a sequence in 
W:(G) converging to w in Y(G). Then w,* + w* and, from (7), 
p(w,*)c + p(w*)c for [E XT. The calculation above gives 
(P’(w,hr> = (a, P(W,*)i> = fG (a, PW’K) w,(g) 4% 
let n + co to see that (8) holds for w E 9(G). 
Define j: ZP + &‘p OD by the obvious map (j(c), <) = ([, <)dpP, where 
(-, .) is the inner product in %. Cartier [4] showed that p’(%‘,“(G))u~ 
j(sf,“) if ueSpm, and we will prove this for Y(G) in a moment. There 
is a conjugate linear form ( -, -) on X; O” x 2’; m, defined when at least 
one entry is in j(&@;) and consistent with the inner product in HP under 
j; just define 
(a, Jx) = (4 r>, (j~,b)=(b,r)-,u,bE~,“,5E~,“. 
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Clearly (jc, j[) = (5, [). This bracketing and the result of Cartier allow us 
to form “matrix elements” T= TCp,+) as distributions in Y’(G) by taking 
T(w) = (P’(W)& b), a,b~X;~, wcY(G). 
We will be particularly interested in cyclic vectors a E 3E”;“, those for 
which (a,~(g){)=O all gEG*<=O (SE&?:). The following result 
collects the information we need. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let G be a nilpotent Lie group, p a unitary representation, 
and fix a Haar measure dg = m, to determine the integrated form of p 
and p’. 
(a) p’(w)a~j(S’,“) ifa~#;~ and WEY(G). 
(b) For fixed a E Sp”, define Q, = QP,O: Y(G) -+ Z’p” by 
(j(QJw)), [) = (p’(w-)a, l,), where w”(g)= w(g-‘). Then: 
6) p(g) Qpw= Q,(R,w), where &w(x) = w(q). 
(ii) p(A) QPw = Q,(R(A)w), where A E u(g). 
(iii) w N Q, w is Frtkhet continuous. 
Zf a is also cyclic then Q&Y(G)) is F&her dense in 2,“. 
(c) Given a, bEXDpm define T(w)=(p’(w)a, b) as above. Then 
TE 9”(G) and 
(P'(w: * 4~ b,=(Q,,aw;, Q,,,w;,,, all w,, w,EP’(G). 
Proof. For 4’ E 2: and a E Z; a, the continuity of a gives constants C, 
N such that 
I(P'(w*)a,i)12=l(a,P(w)5>12~C 1 IlPW)P(WM12 
Ial 4 N 
= c c lIP(.w%)il12 
Ial C N 
G c 1 IIL(~a)wll:l11112~ 
la1 dN 
therefore p’(w)a Ed. Note that if v E .Y$ and w E Y(G), then 
so that p’(w) j(u) = j(p( w)u). In [ 123 it is remarked that any w can be 
written as a finite sum Cl= i w~,~ * wr j with wii E Y(G). From this a proof 
of (a) is easy; however, there is a direct proof of (a) that helps with the 
proof of (b). 
580/108/2-l I 
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If UEX,” and we write p’(w)a = jtj for some + E HP, we have 
j(p(g)$) = p’(g) j$ = p’(g) p’(w)a as above. If XE g, we claim that 
p(X)$ exists and is equal to @I =j-‘(p’(L(X)w)a). 
In fact, for any 5 E Sp” we have 
p(exp tX) - Z 
P’(W)4 
p(exp - tx) - Z 
t t e * > 
= a, P(w*) 
( 
dev( - W) - Z t 
t > 
Writing L, f = ( Lexp tx - Z)/t, we get 
I( p(exp tX) -Z 
2 t *--ICI r)l 1, = I(a,p((L,,w-L(X)w)*)5)12 
<c c Ilp(X”) p((L,,w- L(x)w)*)rl12 
14 d N 
But LX,,w- L(X)w + 0 in Y(G) as 1+ 0 (see [S, Appendix 2]), so this 
bound goes to zero uniformly for 11511’ < 1, 5 E 2:. Induction now shows 
that for A E u(g), p(A)$ exists in SP and j(p(A)$) = p’(L(A)w)a. That 
proves (a), and (b(ii)) follows easily since $ = QJw”) and L(A)(w”) = 
(R(A)w)“. Similarly, we get (b(i)): 
(Q,(&J$ O= <P’WQT% t> = W(L,W-))a 5) 
= Wk)p’(w”b, 5) = W(g)~Q,(w)~ 5) 
= (Adg) Qpw), t > 
= (p(g) Qpw 5) for all 5 E Sr. 
The last of (b) is the Closed Graph Theorem. If w, --f 0 in Y(G) and 
QP w, --, Ic/ in &‘p”, then 
(a, d@,K) = W(wn-)a, l> = (Qpw,, 5) + ($7 0, ‘Jr E A?;. 
But w, --t 0, so that p(c,,)< + 0 in %p”, by (7). Hence (Ic/, [) = 0 and # = 0. 
If a cyclic, then Q,(Y(G)) not F-denseaQ,(Y(G)) is not norm dense 
in J$ (it is a p-invariant subspace and Theorem 1.3 of [25] applies); 
thus there would be an r) # 0 in X0 such that (Q,(Y), ye) = 0. But then 
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(Q,(Y), p(g)q) =0 for all gE G, and 3woo Y(G) such that (Q,(Jf'), P(w,)?) 
=0 while p(w,)q #O in &‘p”. Take gEG and (w,}E%~(G) such 
that w, 20 and W, + 6, (i.e., {w,} is an approximate identity). Then 
P(W”)P(wd? -+ Pk) P(WcJrl in the W’-topology of Z’F. (Standard 
approximate identity arguments apply once we know that the action 
Gx~~+~“,” is separately continuous; for this see [S, Appendix 21.) 
Thus 
0 = (P’(W,” )a, A%)? > = (4 PmJ P(WrJ)rl> + (4 p(g) P(W,)?)? 
and since u is cyclic we get p(w,)q = 0, a contradiction. 
For (c) it is clear that TE Y’(G), and the rest is a calculation based on 
the definition (@(~)a, b)= (b,j-‘p’(w)u)- = (b, Q&w-))-, and the 
fact that p’(wl * w2) = p’(w,) p’(wZ). 1 
Penney [24] and Fujiwara [ 131 examine cyclic vectors in X;” and 
direct integral decompositions of X,“. Two situations concern us here: 
2.2. EXAMPLE. Let p = t = Ind(Kt G, xr), where xr is a character on 
the Lie subgroup K of nilpotent Lie group G and ~EI* is a Lie 
homomorphism. Define a, E %; m by (a,, 4) =4(e), 4~ x”,” (in the 
standard realization of z acting on left K-covariant functions on G; from 
[25], &‘,” &W”(G, 2)). A Sobolev-type argument [25; 5, Appendix 11, 
shows that a, is continuous, and it is easily seen to be cyclic. Furthermore, 
z’(k) a, = x(k) a, for all k E K. Let Haar measures mG, mK be specified. This 
determines the norm in Z$ and the integrated form of p. Once this is done, 
the map Qr: Y(G) + Y?,” given by (j(Q,w), 4) = (z’(w-) a,, 4) can be 
computed explicitly: 
Qrw(x) = fK w&x) xr(k) dk (9) 
where the integral converges absolutely. In fact, for q!~ E X,“, 
(Qrw, 4) = <AQ,w), 4) = (T’(w-- 1 a,, 4) 
= 
s (a,, +gM> w(g) dg (from (8)) G 
= f- G 4(g) w(g) & 
qS(kx) w(kx) dk di 
w(kx) X/(k) dk dA. 
- ) 
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The integral in (9) is absolutely convergent and gives Q,w E ga(G, z). 
Therefore it is defined by its values on elements x in a cross-section for 
K\G. Now (9) follows easily. Lemma 2.1 shows that Q, intertwines R(A) 
on Y(G) with r(A) on Z,“. 
2.3. EXAMPLE. In the above setting, extendfto an element of g* (which 
we also call f). Let I E 52, =f+ I’, let b be any polarization of I, 
let B= exp b, and set X,(exp Y) = e’““(*) for YE b; let z = n(1, b) = 
Ind(B t G, 2,). Fujiwara Cl33 considered a certain distribution a, E J?;?~) 
constructed from these data: for the standard model of rc (as left 
B-covariant functions on G) define 
Since ~,(u)=~~(u) for I~f+f’ and u~Bn K, this integral makes sense 
formally. Certain normalizations of measures must be made here: Haar 
measures mG, mK, mB, mKnB must be specified to determine the norm in 
XT (via mzK,G), the norm in XX (via m,,,), the integrated forms of r and 
n (via m,), and finally the measure mKnB,K to be used in (10). 
The integral (10) is absolutely convergent, a, is Frechet continuous, and 
a, # 0. Here is one proof: let {Xi, . . . . X,,} be a weak Malcev basis through 
b (so that gi = R-span(X,, . . . . Xi} is a subalgebra), with g4 = f n b, gr = 6, 
and Xi chosen to be in f whenever possible. Let J= {ji < . . . < j,} 
be the set of indices j with Xj E f and j> q, so that j, > r. Then f n gj, = 
R-span{Xj,, . . . . Xi,} 0 (fn b), so that (X,, . . . . X,, Xi,, . . . . X,} is a weak 
Malcev basis for f, and l(tj,, . . . . tjk) = exp tj, Xi, . . . exp tjk X, coordinatizes 
Kn B\K. Use this map to identify Rk with Kn B\K. Then the invariant 
measure for Kn B\K is identified with Lebesgue measure on Rk. Let * 
denote the multiplication on G transferred to g via exp, so that X* Y = 
log(exp Xexp Y). Because f is a Lie homomorphism, 
fCtjlxjl and xf(A(t’)) = Exp 2nif 
Now let 4 E Z?,“. We may then rewrite (10) as 
and from here the convergence and continuity are clear. 
As noted in [24], a, is generalized cyclic (this is easy because A is 
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irreducible). It is easily verified that z’(k) a, = x(k) a, for k E K. We define 
C?, = Qngb): Y(G) -+ Z’,” by 
<AQ,w), 4) = (n’(w-) a,, 4). 
This operator intertwines R(A) (on Y(G)) with rc(A) (on S’a;P), A E u(g). 
A more explicit formula for Qn is given by absolutely convergent integrals 
Q,w(g)=JKJKnB\B xr(k) Xr(b) w(kbg) db dk 
i‘ 
-. = Q,w(k) x,(b) & 
KnB\B 
(11) 
or 
Q”w(g)=SBIK,KnB X/(kj Xl(b) w(kbg) dk db 
for w E Y(G). This is straightforward formally, but there does not seem to 
be a detailed justification in the literature that considers the convergence 
problems. Here is one. For w E 9’(G) and q5 E X”,“, 
(Qnw, 4)= (AQnwh 4) = <n’(w-) a,, 4) 
= I w(gKa,, 4gM) dg (from (8)) G 
Q(k) x/(k) d/i dg. 1 
We need the following estimate, which may be of more general use. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let G be a nilpotent Lie group and B, K closed connected 
subgroups. Zf 4 is continuous and constunt on B\G cosets and has compact 
support mod B, then 
s Kn B\K Ws)l d/i 
is polynomiully bounded in g. 
Proof. Form a weak Malcev basis Y, , . . . . Y, (through b n I), Y, + r, . . . . Y, 
(through b), W, , . . . . Wj,, . . . . Wjk, . . . . W,,, (through g; m = n - r). As above, 
we take Wj,, . . . . Wjk E f whenever possible, so that Y,, . . . . Y,, Wj,, . . . . W, is 
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a weak Malcev basis for f. As before , a cross-section for Kn B\K is given 
by the map 1: Rk --, K, where A( t’) = exp( t; Wj,) . . . exp( t; Wjk). Write 
y(s, t) =exp(s, Y,) . ..exp(s. Y,) exp(t, W,)...exp(t, IV,); 
thus n(t’) = ~(0, i(t)), where i(&, . . . . t;) E R” has tj at the j,th entry 
(1 < i,<k) and zeros elsewhere. 
Let us write S M = (SE R’: (Si( 6 M for all i}, TM = (t E [w”: ) tj <M for 
all j}, RM=S,x TM, for M> 0. For our estimate we may assume that 
11411 co < 1 and that supp 4 has y-coordinates within R’ x TM for some M. 
Fix g E G; if k E K and kg E supp 4, then 3b E B such that y - ‘(bkg) E (0) x 
TM -c R,,,. The multiplication law in G is polynomial in our coordinates, so 
there is a polynomial PM(g) such that y(R,)g-1 sy(RPMM(J for all g; we 
may write bk = bkg . g-l, hence y -‘(bk) E RPrcg,. Every k E K has a unique 
decomposition k = u . l(t’) with u E Kn B and t’ E Rk, and k = uA(t’) o 
Bk = B . l(t’). Thus y -‘(bk) E RPnrtg) a k E B(bk) has coordinates in 
w x G.&g) * t’ E G&&y) when we decompose k = U. A( t’). By constancy of 
4 on B\G cosets, 
s Mk)l d/i =KnB\K s ok IW(t) g)l dt
<meas{tERk:A(t)gEsupp#) 
=meas{t: JtJ <PM(g), 1 <i,<k) 
and this grows polynomially in g. 1 
Since w E 9’(G), the integral in (12) converges absolutely, and we may 
use Fubini freely. Then 
=s,,nB(s,,B,G5,,B 
w(kuk) m du d? 
- * 
Xf(k) dk 
(by the measure preserving map (K n B)k + k-‘(Kn B) of K n B\K to 
K/K n B) 
= s,,,,, .fK w(k2) Xfo m dk di 
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(since x, = x, on K or B) 
Thus 
(13) 
Here, 2 runs through a cross-section of B\G (say y( (0) x UP), with 
dg = dt). Since (13) holds for a dense set of (b E XX, Fubini says that the 
inner double integral, 
5,,,,Bs, 
Xr(k) Xl(b) w(kbg) dk & 
is absolutely convergent, measurable (as a function of g), and equal a.e. to 
Q, w( g). This is half of what we need. For the other half, write the integral 
over K as SKIKnBSKnB and rearrange, using Fubini. This completes the 
justification. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let G, K, f be as above, let I E f -t fI, and let b be a 
polarization for 1. Define a, and Qn as above. Then Qz: 9(G) + SzL6, is 
Frkchet continuous and surjective. 
ProoJ: Continuity was proved in Lemma 2.1 (b). Take weak Malcev 
coordinates through b as above. Then we may model XX r P”(UP), with 
i#yz 9’(W’) in the Frechet topologies, if we scale basis vectors so that dt 
on R” matches dg=m,,,. As shown in Chapter 3 of [S], for every 
w E Y(G) there exists a kernel K, E Y(lP x W) such that 
(n(wM)(t) = jRm KJt, t’) 4(f) dt’, vq+E:(R”). 
Furthermore, {K,,,: w E Y’(G) > = 9(lR* x W), by Theorem 3.4 of [ 161. 
Choose w so that &,=4,@&;, with ~,,&E~‘([W~). Then 
(4+)4)(t) = (4,542) .$1(t), V~EY(!w). 
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So if 6~ 2,” corresponds to 4 E 9’(P), then 
(QAw), i>, = (a,, 4wM> = (a,, (~442) 4,> 
= (42,4)(%? 41) = ((a,, 41>42,$). 
Choose +I E X’,” with (a,, 4, ) = 1. Then for any q&, choosing w as above 
gives Q,(w) = q52. That proves surjectivity. 1 
3. ORBITS AND INVARIANT OPERATORS 
In [8] we gave a survey of results about invariant operators on K\G; 
here we summarize the most important facts we will need in this paper. Let 
(g, f, x) be as in Section 1 and z = Ind(Kf G, x). In the standard model, zg 
acts by right translation on certain functions f such that f&g) = x(k) f( g); 
the +P’ vectors 2,” lie in 5P’(G, z) and z(A)f= R(A)f forfE X,“, where 
R(A) is the right action (left invariant on G) of A E u(g). Given a polyno- 
mial cross-section 6: R” + G (m = dim K\G) for K\G cosets associated 
with a weak Malcev basis X,, . . . . X,, . . . . X, through f, 
~(~)=ex~(~~~,+~)~~~exp(~,~,) if f = !R-span{X,, .. . . X,}, 
we introduce polynomial coordinates into K\G and define Schwartz 
functions Y(K\G), polynomial coefficient differential operators B(K\G). 
There is then a natural isomorphism J: %P(K\G) + V’(G, z) such that 
JT(o(t)) = &(K. o(t)). This allows us to identify zg with a cocycle action 5, 
on L*(K\G), and creates a homomorphism J* from Diff(G, T) = (%F dif- 
ferential operators on G that leave 5P(G, z) invariant) onto Diff(K\G) via 
J*L= J-lo (L(+F(G, z))oJ. 
We define the T-invariant operators on K\G to be those DeDiff(K\G) 
that commute with the operators ?*, g E G. Under J* these identify with 
D,(K\G) = restrictions D 1 V:“(G, z) of the D E Diff(G, z) that commute 
with Z$.=Z~ on the subspace ‘P(G) 7). In the enveloping algebra u(g) 
define 
u(g, z) = (A E u(g): L(A) leaves $P’(G, r) invariant} 
a,=d=-span{Y+2ai(f; Y)Z: YE~J 
u(g) a, = left ideal generated by a,. 
As explained in [8], u(g, r) has a Lie algebra description, 
u(g, T) = {A E u(g): [A, Y] E u(g) a,, VYE f}. 
(14) 
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There is a natural homomorphism y: u(g, r) + D,(K\G) given by 
y(A)=J-‘o(L(A)I%P(G, z))oJ, 
and we showed that y is surjective, with Ker y = u(g) a,; thus D,(K\G) E 
u(g, r)/u(g) a, independent of the cross section used to define J. Operators 
in f(u(g)) or y(u(g, r)) all appear within 9(K\G) and so leave invariant 
Y(K\G), which is a Frechet dense ?(G)-invariant subspace of the 9P 
vectors %‘p E Z: n SP(K\G) c Z? = dp2(K\G). It is worth noting that 
operators in D,(K\G), unlike those in z”(u(g)), need not leave JPF 
invariant; this is why the subspace Y(K\G), or yz =.l(,4p(K\G))~&‘,“, 
plays an important role for us even though it places us outside the 
comfortable realm of %? theory. 
We need to find convenient representatives modulo Ker y = u(g) a,. Here 
is a situation in which D,(K\G) is much more tractable. In Section 4 of 
[S], we showed the following: 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra, f a subalgebra, and 
f E g* such that f ( t is a Lie homomorphism. Define u(g, T) and a, as above; 
set u”(g) = (A E g: [A, f] = O}. Zf (g, t) is reductive in the sense that 
there is a subspace rnsg such that g=f@m and [f,m]zm, (15) 
then we have u(g, t) = u”(g) + u(g, 7) a,. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let (g, I, x) be as above. Zf dim f = 1, then the pair 
(g, f) is always reductive and u(g, r) = u”(g) + u(g, r) a,. 
These results hold without any requirement hat r = ind(K t G, x) have 
finite multiplicity, where X(exp Y) =e2ni<f,Y) for YEI. Benoist [2] has 
studied symmetric spaces K\G with x E 1; for these f = {XE g: a(X) = X> 
for some involutive automorphism c1 of g, and the pair (g, I) is automati- 
cally reductive, with m = {X a(X) = -X}. In this special situation we 
have m(n) = 1 for z E spec(r); moreover, IL?J,(K\G) z C[Q,]“= the Ad*K 
invariant polynomials on 52, = f’, and every D E D,(K\G) has a tempered 
fundamental solution. The analysis in [2, 31 uses the special properties of 
symmetric spaces. 
Our objective here is to deal with more general data (g, f, x) such that 
z has finite multiplicity. The case when dim f = 1 is already interesting 
because it includes many examples that are not symmetric spaces, and 
because these examples exhibit the full range of multiplicity behavior: 
m(n) = 1, m(x) mixed finite, and m(n) E +oo. 
Now we review some basic facts and notation for K-orbits in 0,. Let 
(g, I, x) be as in Section 1 and 51, = f + I’. Let X, , . . . . X, be a weak Malcev 
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basis for g through f, so that gi = R-span{X,, . . . . Xi} is a subalgebra for 
each i and gP = f; assume also that {X,, . . . . X,} is strong Malcev basis for 
f, SO that gi 4 f for i < p. Then the dual basis XT, .,., X,* is Jordan-Holder 
for the action of Ad*(K). Following [S, Chap. 31 or [26], we may define 
dimension indices for K-orbits, di(l) = dim(K. pi(l)), where pi: g* -+ g: is 
the natural projection. Let 9 = {d= (d,, . . . . d,): 31 with di = d,(l), Vi>. We 
then define layers U,(K)={I~g*:d,(r)=d,, l<i,<n} for d~9. We 
henceforth write d for the (unique) index such that U,(K) nQ, is non- 
empty and Zariski-open in 52, ; this is the generic set of K-orbits in 52,. Let 
E,=f+R-span{X,*:di=di-,,p+l<i<n}.Then U,(K)nE,isZariski- 
open in Ed and is a cross-section for generic orbits (see [7]); furthermore, 
there is a birational nonsingular parametrization map 
P,: (U,(K) n E,) x V, + U,(K) n Sz, (16) 
with inverse 
(17) 
Here, V,=iR-span{X~:di=di-l}, V,=R-span{XF:di=di-r+l} (d,,=O), 
g*= VT@ V,, and rr7, II~ are the projections corresponding to this 
direct sum. For 1~ E,n U,(K), the map s + P,(I, s) is polynomial and 
parametrizes K. 1. Thus generic K-orbits 8 E SZ,/K project diffeomorphically 
to Vs. This gives us coordinates in each generic 0 and lets us define 
Schwartz functions Y(8) and polynomial coefficient differential operators 
P(0). Furthermore, Lebesgue measure ds on V, corresponds to a 
K-invariant measure pe on generic 8 (see [S, 7,221). Then there is a unique 
rational function r(l) on Ed such that Lebesgue measure po on 52, decom- 
poses as pQ = jEdpK.,r(l) dl. Other choices of polynomial coordinates on 
the orbits 0 give equivalent definitions of Y(8) and P(e), and change pQ 
only by a scalar; see [7], and especially [22], for this. 
We have obvious definitions of Y(Q,), S(sZ,), and it is easy to verify 
that 
For generic 8EQ,/K the restriction maps 9’(g*) -% 
9’(sZ,) 4 Y(0) are surjective and continuous (in the usual 
Frtchet topologies). (18) 
The decomposition of pn also gives a direct integral decomposition 
Y*W,, PR)E~@ g*V=, tiK.,)dvU), dv(l) = r(l) dl, 
Ed 
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under which a function f~ Y2(Qr, pa) disintegrates into a field of vectors 
r,.,f=flK.,. We have 
ForfEY( we have r,.,feY(K.I) for 1~E~n U,(K). 
If XE g* is a closed submanifold and DE Diff(g*) (= algebra of %‘x 
differential operators on g*), we say that D restricts to X, giving a %?% 
operator DJ x E Diff(X), if 
We then define (Dlx)(q51x)=Dq51x. If X=K.Z (l~u~(K)nE,) and if a 
polynomial coefficient operator D E~(SZ,) restricts to X, then DI.ECY(X). 
[Proof: Polynomials 7~ @[I’,] identify with functions 7243 = 30 7rs on 
X=K.Z. Then F=30n, on Sz, is in @[Q,], FIx=7c,*J: and (Dj,) 
(7c,*JI) = DF( x. Hence 
since DE q(Q,). Therefore fi = P,(i, . )* 0 (01 x) 0 nt E Diff( Vs) maps poly- 
nomials to polynomials, so that DJxe 9(K. /).I It is also clear that if 
D up restricts to Sz,, then DlQre8(52,). 
4. THE MALCEV-FOURIER TRANSFORM 
We now turn to the analysis of z = Ind(Kt G, x), where K, G, x = Q, f 
are as in Section 1. We let 0, = f + IL and fix invariant measures on m,, 
mK (and hence mot) once and for all. We impose the following conditions 
on the data (g, I, 1): 
(i) Finite multiplicity: m(z) < cc for generic n E Spec(r) z 
WK. 
(ii) There is a subalgebra b s g that polarizes generic points 
ZE Sz, and is normalized by I. (20) 
As we have noted, (i) holds o dim G . 1 = 2 dim K . I for generic 1 E $2, e for 
generic 1 E 52, the connected components of G . I n 8, are single K-orbits. 
Now let {Xi, . . . . X,, . . . . X,, . . . . X,, . . . . X,> be a weak Malcev basis for g 
such that gq = I n b, gp = I, {Xi, . . . . X,} is a strong Malcev basis for I, and 
gm=f + 6. (By (ii), fn b af and I+ b is a subalgebra.) We also may 
assume that Xie b for p + 1 < i< m. We call such a basis admissible 
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for (9, f, b). We then define polynomial coordinates q: R” + G via 
q(x) = exp(x, Xi). . . exp(x,X,J and use them to define a “Malcev-Fourier 
transform” FV : Y(G) --t Y( g *), 
2~i</.i%rXt>W(r(X)) dx, w E Y(G), 1 E g*. (21) 
This map is bicontinuous for the standard topologies on Schwartz spaces, 
and polynomial coefficient differential operators D E 9(G) transform to 
polynomial coefficient operators D A = 9q 0 D 0 9;‘. Notice that this trans- 
form is different from the “Euclidean” Fourier transform that Kirillov 
employed in his character formula [S], which uses exponential coordinates 
on G. We use 3$V to set up an explicit “smooth” realization of the decom- 
position (1). One major point of interest for us is whether the operators 
L(A)^, R(A)” (A E u(g)) restrict to X=Q, and to X=K.I for generic 
IEQ,. It is not hard to show that R(A)” does restrict to these X; the 
situation for L(A) h is more complicated. 
We have set up out basis so that G, = B . K. We first see how this affects 
the structure of generic K-orbits in Q,. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let (g, f, b, x) satisfy the conditions (20), let XI, . . . . X, be 
an admissible basis as above, with G, = B. K, and let r = Ind(K 7 G, x). Then 
for generic I E 52, = f + f’, we have 
(a) K.l=K.p,l@lW-Span{X*,+,,..., X,*}=K.p,,,l@gk (we regard 
K ’ pm I as a subset in the space gX c g,*, spanned by XT, . . . . Xz). 
(b) Kn B= Stab,(p,l). 
(c) (KnB).l=l+gA. 
ProoJ: By hypothesis m(n) < co, so that dim Gk. p,(l) = 2 dim K. p,l 
for generic I E Q, and all k > p (recall that G, = K). Let 1 E 52, be generic, 
and let I, = pkl, I,,, = pml. Since b c g,,, polarizes I, al is irreducible, and 
Therefore rrb is irreducible, which implies that b polarizes I,,, (see [S, 
Theorem 2.5.2 and the following remark]). Furthermore, rrl, induces 
irreducibly at every step G, c G,, i E ‘. . E G, = G, so that 
dim(Gk+, .I,+, ) = dim(G, . l,) + 2 and Gk . I, lies under a unique orbit 
G k+l -rk+,* The condition m(n) < co now implies that dim K. I, increases 
by one at each step from G, to G. Since the projection from gz+ i to gf 
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is K-equivariant, this means that K. lk+ 1 is the pre-image of K. 1, under 
this projection. Induction gives 
Kd=p,‘(K~l,,,) for generic I E Q,, 
and this is (a). 
Again for generic 1 E !2,, b is a polarization, and therefore (Proposi- 
tion 3.1.18 of [S]) B. I= I + b’. Hence 
Since 
we have 
(BnK).l,= {1,), 
which is z of (b). Conversely, we know that dim(G, . p,l) = 2 dim(K . p,l) 
(because m(x) < co) and dim(G,. p,l) = 2 dim G,/B (because b polarizes 
p,l) = 2 dim K/K n B. That is, dim(K . p,l) = dim(K/K n B); since the 
stability group of p,l is connected, it has dimension = dim( K n E). Now 
(b) follows. 
For (c), we know that (B n K) . Ic I+ g$. It suffices to show that 
dim(B n K) .I = dim 9:. We have 
dimg’=dimg-dim(b+f)=dimg-dimb-dimf+dim(bnf) m 
= dim G/B - dim( K/B n K), 
and 
dim(Bn K) .Z=dim(b nf)-dim(b nfnr(l)) 
= dim(b n f) - dim(r(Z) n f) 
= dim(b n t) -dim f + dim(K/R(I) n K) 
= dim( K . I) - dim( K/B n K). 
Since dim G/B = (1/2)dim G .l (because b is a polarization) = dim K. 1 
(because m(n) < co, see above), (c) follows. 1 
For generic I E: s2, and ?t = rr,, we now produce a bijection Yy, : Z’,” -+ Y( 6), 
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where 8 = K. I and Y(0) is the space of Schwartz functions on 8, such that 
vl, makes the following diagram commute: 
Y(G) Fv b yP(g*) 
Q* 
I I 
ro (r, = restriction map). 
=c Irn + Y(B) 
This map will intertwine K(A) on &Y,” with R(A)” 18; part of our task is 
to show that R(A)^ = Fqo R(A) 09;’ does restrict to generic K-orbits 
LEO,. We start by assembling the ingredients; Fig. 1, given later, will 
show the relationships between them. 
We write the Malcev coordinate map as q: Iwp x lFP’-P x &I”-” + G, and 
let a typical point in R” be x = (s, t) = (s’, s”, t), t E IV’-“, s E R”, s’ E Rp, 
and S” E IYPp. Fixing a generic I in E,x 0,/K, we let K = n(l, 6) be 
induced from x1 on B. Fixing normalizations of mB, m,,.(hence of 
mKIKnBy mBIKnB ) we then define urr E (Z;oo)(K,x) and Frechet continuous 
surjective map Qn: Y(G) + 8’zl,b) as in Section 2 (see (11)). Functions 
Q, w are determined by their values on any set containing a cross-section 
of B\G , and in particular on Z=q(lRPx (0) x Rn-m)= Kq({O) x Fin-“‘). 
From (1 1 ), we have 
Q”w(g)=J-K,K,BIB w(kbg) Xr(b) Xr(k) db dk 
Write g,=q(O,O,t), g,=q(y,O,O)EK (y~lw~, tE[W”-m). For g=g,,g,= 
q( y, 0, t) E Z; we have 
Qrwk) = Q,wMY, 0, t)) 
x xJkg,ug,‘) x,‘.,(b) du db dk. 
(Because g;’ -1~ f + fl, we may transfer u E Kn B into x,.) Since 
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Kn B Q K and Ad(g,) acts unipotently on f n b, the map u -+ g,uh~; ’
preserves mK n B, so we may rewrite the integral as 
Switching the coordinates and noting that Kn B\Bx q( (0) x lW’-P x IO}), 
we get this last to be 
(Because j’ is a Lie homomorphism on f, f(s; X, * . . . * $X,) = 
Xi”=, s:(f, Xi>, h w ere * denotes the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff product 
exp(A * B) = exp A . exp B. Thus xr(W, 0, 0)) = xf(exp Cf’= 1 $X,1. 
A similar remark applies to g; ’ .I on b.) Since g;’ .Z~Z+f’=ftf’=Q, 
and P,,,: g* -+ gz commutes with the action of K, we may write this as 
Q,w(rj(y, 0, t))=~&$ jRm wotj(s, t) ,-2ni<R~‘.PmL~~“=Is~X~) ds. (22
Now identify dual coordinates (3, Y’, i) E #P’ x $Ydp x tiBnem with elements 
of g* via 1:Zt+ (S’, Y, i) = (9, i) if 
I= i j(XF+ f jl’x*+ i iiX*. 
i=l i=p+l i=m+l 
We also identify g* =g;1: @ gi = R-span(X:, . . . . X2} @ R-span{Xz+, , . . . . X,*} 
and split I = I, x A2 correspondingly; we sometimes write ;2- ‘(f, i) as I($, i) 
when convenient. The integral (22) is a Euclidean Fourier transform in the 
variables (s’, s”): 
Q,W(rt(Y? 03 W=X/(gy) %*bmMgy’ .PA t)* 
Taking a Fourier transform in the r-variables, we get 
(~((Q.w~))(Y, i)= x&) ~(w~W1(gJ;l SPA i) 
(where on the left, 4 is the Fourier transform in the variables labeled 
by t). 
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is defined as above, and use this to transfer functions; (Ix&)*: 
Y;(Rp x kpm) + Y;(Rp x 9:) is given by (Ix A,)*4 = 40 (Ix A,), where Y* 
is the space of C” functions that are Schwartz in the second variables. For 
&ECJ: and yERP, 
by Lemma 4.1(a); here Fq is as defined in (21), and rK.,: Y(g*) --* Y(K. I) 
is the restriction. We show the various maps in Fig. 1. 
In Fig. 1, 0 = K. I is our (fixed) generic K-orbit in 52,, and 
(i) r. = restriction offs Y(g*) to 8; 
(ii) q(-,O,O):Rp-+K, with q(y,O,O)=g,; 
(iii) @: 9’(K.Z) + ~(Kx gi) is defined by 
W(k M=Xfw IC/w’ ~Pr?JO4). 
The map 0 is injective by Lemma 4.1(a). The maps q( ., 0, O)*, (Ix A*)*, 
and 4 are obviously bijections; q( ., 0, .)* and @ are injective; rB and Q, 
FIG. 1. Maps involved in defining vl,: 2: --t Y(B). 
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are surjective (Lemma 2.5), and FV is bijective. The diagram commutes 
because 
from (23). 
This induces a well defined map Y, : J’?:,,~, + Y( 6) if we take 
Y,(Q,w) = rdqww, all wry. (24) 
Note first that if Q,,,w = 0, then Q,w E 0 on C. Therefore 
q( ., 0, .)*Qn w = 0, or 1~9~ w= 0. This shows that Yy, is well-defined. It is 
also injective on Q,(9’(G)) because the same sort of argument shows that 
for all WEP’(G), Qn w =OoreFqw =O. Lemma 2.5 shows that Yn is 
defined on all of Z’$b); it is surjective because rB and .9$ are surjective. 
We will prove below that Y’, is isometric. The diagram with Y, adjoined 
obviously still commutes. 
We know that Q, intertwines R, and x(g) for gE G, and hence also 
R(A), n(A) for A EU(Q). We define R(A)^ = FVo R(A)oF;l; then FV 
clearly intertwines R(A) and R(A)” E ??(g*). 
4.2. LEMMA. For all A E u(g), R(A) h restricts to the generic K-orbits 
K.lc U,(K)nQ,. 
Remark. As noted in Section 3, this implies that R(A) A ) K.,~ 9(K. I). 
Proof: Suppose that 4 E 9’(g*) and 41 K., z 0. Let w E Y(G) satisfy 
4 = $$ w. Then 
Since Yz is injective, we have Q, w = 0. Then 0 = n(A) Q, w = Qn R(A) w, 
and retracing our steps, we get 
0= YzQnR(A)w=r,.,R(A)“#= R(A)“#lK.l. 1 
We note as an immediate consequence that 
R(A)^ restricts to Q,, and R(A)“I,T~B(O,). (25) 
By definition, rK., intertwines R(A) h with R(A) A 1 K. I. Therefore Y’, 
intertwines n(A) and R(A) * 1 K. ,. 
So far we have fixed measures mG, mB, mK, mKnB, which determine the 
580/108/2-12 
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norm in XX, a, E (X;“)‘KJ), and the map Q,. Since B\G, z Kn B\K, 
this allows us to fix a measure m,,,m, and then mc,,c. With respect to 
these normalizations we have: 
4.3. LEMMA. Zf 0 = K. 1 is a generic K-orbit in Q, and z = ~(1, b), there 
is a unique choice of K-invariant measure ,uO on l3 such that the map 
!P= : S?,” --f Y’( 0) defined in (24) is a surjectivity isometry (in the p2 norms). 
It is also bicontinuous between the 5Y topology on S,” and the usual 
FrPchet topology on 9’(e). 
ProoJ: In ZZ we have (all norms are Hilbert space norms) 
IlQ,~ll~=~~\~ lQ,w(s)12di=~G ,,jB,, IQAgmx)124h,~~ m m 
= s I lQ,w(g,AO, 0, tN12 dt &w KY-‘” B\G, 
Now B\G, = B\KB x B n K\K, and the G,-invariant measure for B\G, 
is clearly the K-invariant measure for Bn K\K. Thus 
llQ~Wl12 = imrn s,c.B,K lQn4W-J 0, N2 d/t dt. (26) 
Meanwhile, take a K-invariant measure on KS p,(l) corresponding to 
dk=mKnBiK (recall Lemma 4.1). Identifying 9; = a” - m via the coor- 
dinates i for X2+, , . . . . A’,*, take Lebesgue measure d12 x di on 9;. Then 
there is a unique dpg = duK,,C,, d12. We have 
II KQen4l’= Ib-K.I~WIi2=j bK.kf+‘W(1’)i2dPd~‘) 
= 
m 
, IrK.&w(l’@12)12 di+,,#) dlz 
Ir,.&w(k-’ .pm1@12)12 dk dlz. (27) 
Let eEgm(K) be a Bruhat function (of compact support on each coset 
(Kn B)k, nonnegative, and with JKnB e(k’x) dk’ = 1, Vx E K). Then for any 
$ EWE that is constant on Kn B\K cosets, we have 
s Kn B\K $(k) dk = JK e(k) $(k) dk. 
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So from (26) and (27) we get 
= l@rK.,Fqw(k, 12)(* e(k) df, dk 
= s I go K IrK.&w(k-’ .pm1012)12 e(k) df, dk 
= 
Li 9~ xna\RlrK.,~~w(k-‘.p,10/2)j2d12d~= I)!P~Q~w(I~. 
We verified surjectivity earlier. The Closed Graph Theorem implies that Y, 
is a topological isomorphism. Obviously Y/, extends to an isometric 
isomorphism. 1 
We summarize our main results thus far as follows: 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let (9, f, b, x) satisfy the conditions (20), let f~ g* 
restrict to a Lie homomorphism on f, let z = Ind(Kf G, Q), and set 
Sz, = f + t’. Define the Malcev-Fourier transform 3$: Y’(G) + 9’(g*) as in 
(21). For generic leQ2,, define n=n(l,b) and Q,:Lf’(G)-+X,” as in (11). 
Then there is a topological isomorphism 
such that the diagram of Fig. 2 commutes. Furthermore, 
(a) Qn: W3 -+ SP is surjective and Frtchet continuous. 
(b) ul, is an isometry (in the Z2 norm) for a suitably normalized 
K-invariant measure pk., on K. 1. 
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R(A)M(G)L Y(g*)?R(A)^ 
Qj /# 
n(A) s.2,” --Fx-+ Y(0) 9 R(A)^J, 
FIG. 2. 0 = K. I a generic K-orbit in Sz,. Here YzQ,w = rB$Tvw. 
(c) For A E u(g), R(A) h = %V 0 R(A) 0 %;’ is a polynomial coefficient 
dyferential operator that restricts to a polynomial coefficient operator 
R(A)“J,., on K-1, and the maps in the diagram intertwine R(A), R(A)^J..,, 
rc(A) on the appropriate spaces. 
For r, there is a similar, but easier result. The natural map Q=: 
9’(G) + 2,” corresponds to a, E ti;“, with (a,, f ) =f(e). As we saw in 
Section 2, 
Q, w(g) =s, w(kx) #) dk w E Y(G). 
Again, Q, is Frechet continuous and intertwines R(A), t(A) for all A E u(g). 
The space Y: = range Q, is a r(G)-invariant and z(u(g))-invariant subspace 
in %,” _c%‘“(G, t), and is even Frtchet dense in Z,“, but Q, is not surjec- 
tive. (It is not hard to see that YZ = all ~EW”(G, r) that restrict to 
Schwartz functions on any polynomial cross-section for K\G.) 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let (g, f, b, x) satisfy the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 4.4, and define Qr : 9’(G) --) Y: _C X,” as in Section 2 (or as above). 
Then : 
(a) For all A E u(g), R(A)^ = %qo R(A)o%;’ restricts to a polyno- 
mial coefficient operator on Sz,. 
(b) There is an algebraic isomorphism !P7 : g --, Y(l2,) that is also a 
norm isometry (for the S2 norms and a unique normalization of ,un on Q,) 
and makes the diagram (Fig. 3) commute. The maps also intertwine R(A), 
R(A)“la,, and t(A) on these spaces. 
NA)ciY(G) 2 Y(g*) 9 R(A)^ 
QT 
I I 
‘0 
R(A)=s(A)cX -,* W&)~R(A)AI,, 
FIG. 3. Y: = range(Q,). Here YT Q, w = ragq w. 
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Note. We will also show that Yy, is essentially a Euclidean Fourier 
transform in the Malcev coordinates t H K. q(0, t) on K\G. Let 
J: V’(K\G) +%T(G, r) be the identification map associated with the 
polynomial cross-section t H ~(0, t), t E R”, for K\G cosets, and define 
identification maps l’K,G. ~9’(lR”) + Y(K\G), i,: Y(@) + sP(sZ,) via 
i;(G@(K.v(O, t)) = 4(t), 
Then we will show that 
where 
Prooj The induced map ‘Pv, is well-defined if Qrw = 0 * r,A$w = 0, 
injective if Q, w = 0 o r,$$ w = 0 for w E 9’(G). Since J is a bijection from 
Y(K\G) to Y7=range(Q.,), it suffices to show that 
Y2ij$c J-‘Q,w = i,‘r,S$w 
But iff= Cy= 1 fix:, we have 
on UP, VW E 9’(G). 
= (Q,w)~~((), t) e-2ni(r"=iiltl) dt 
(because Xr(exp sr X, . ..exps.X,)=~(tj(s, O))=exp[2niCiP_, &f,sJ) 
= J-lQ,w(K.q(O, t)) e-2ni(~~=“=lift~) dt 
=F2i&J-‘Qrw(i). 
It is immediate that Y, is a well-defined bijection and that (28) holds; Y, 
is an isometry for a unique choice of pn on s2, because J: Y(K\G) + X’p, 
lK\G, Iii’> and g2 are isometries. 
For part (a), suppose that cp E 9(g*) satisfies cp (0, =O. There is a 
WEE’ such that S$w=‘p. Then O=rncp=rn9$w-Qe,w=O a 
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R(A) Q,w = Q,R(A)w = 0 * 0 = mF?(R(A)w) = r,(R(A)^3$w) = 
r,(R(A)“rp) * R(A)“cpJ,7 =O, as required. 1 
Note. The above result is no longer true if we use exponential 
coordinates 
fjo(S, t) =exp 
( 
i SiXi+ f tiXp+ j 
i= 1 i=l 1 
in defining Fq, because then R(A)” = F&R(A) FV;’ will not restrict to 9, 
or to K-orbits. For example, if g = the 3-dimensional Heisenberg Lie 
algebra with basis A’, 2, Y and f = RX, x E 1, then !J2, = R-span(Z*, Y*}; 
m(z)= 1. We have 
?O(Xl> 21, VI) ‘lob29 223 Y2) 
= ‘ldx, + x2, z1+ z2 + 4CXl Y2 - X2YI1, Yl + Y2) 
and 
R(Z) = D,, R(X)=D,+D,, R(Y)=D,+$xD,. 
It is easily seen that 
R(Y) h = 2ni,’ - $iDi, 
which does not restrict to 8,. 1 
Remark. We do not show that !P7: Y: -+ Y(s2,) is continuous in the 
topology of yz as a subspace of J!?,“. Since Y: is not closed there, we 
cannot use the Closed Graph Theorem. The true continuity properties are 
revealed if we augment Fig. 3, and we need these to discuss tempered 
fundamental solutions of operators in D,(K\G) in Section 6. If we use any 
polynomial cross-section, 0: R” - p + G for K\G cosets (recall Section 3) we 
get an identification map J: 5P(K\G) + %P(G, r) that carries Y(K\G) to 
Y: = range(Q,). Thus we augment Fig. 3 as shown in Fig. 4. 
FIG. 4. 5f = range(Q,) = range(J). 
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4.6. COROLLARY. Consider the situation described in Proposition 4.5. Let 
0: w-p + G be any polynomial cross-section for K\G cosets and let 
J: 9’(K\G) -+ Yz = range(Q,) be the resulting identification map. Then 
(a) The augmented diagram in Fig. 4 commutes and the operators 
z(A), ?(A), R(A)” ) Sz, are intertwined for all A E u(g), where f is z modeled 
on L*(K\G) via J. 
(b) J: Y(K\G) + 2: is Frechet continuous. 
(c) ‘P, 0 J. Y(K\G) + Y(s2,) is a Frechet bicontinuous isomorphism. 
(d) J- ’ 0 Qr : 9’(G) -+ Y( K\G) is Frechet continuous and surjective. 
In particular, (!P=o J)‘: Y’(K\G) + Y’(G) is a linear isomorphism qf 
tempered distributions. 
Proof It is easily seen that J(Y(K\G)) = range(Q,) = (4 EV’(G, 2): 
4 0 rr E Y’([Wnp “)}. The operators Tg (g E G) preserve Y(K\G) because rR 
preserves Yz (Qr intertwines R, and rg), and ?, has the general form 
t,i(C) = e iQ(gxi)&i .g) for ge G, c E K\G, where Q is a polynomial on 
G x K\G. Difference quotients converge to derivatives in L* norm since 
Y:E#:, Y(K\G)cZm, so we get 
z(A) J$= R(A)6 all A E u(g), 4~ Y(K\G) 
W 1 E g(K\G), 
which proves (a). For (bt(d) we repeatedly use the Closed Graph 
Theorem or the fact that Y’, 0 J is essentially a Fourier transform. 1 
We now combine these observations to show that the map Yy, 
implements a concrete realization of the direct integral decomposition 
r = j&X 7ce dp(B) over K-orbits in s2,. See Fig. 5. 
The maps are set up with the following considerations in mind. If 
1 E E,n U,z generic orbits in sZ,jK, there is a unique K-invariant measure 
pe on 0 = K- 1 such that Yn(,,bI: #z,,,, + Y’(0) E L*(8, pe) extends to an 
isometric isomorphism, as in Proposition 4.4 (Fig. 2). There is also a 
unique Lebesgue measure pa on Sz, such that Y,: Y: = Q,(Y(G)) + Y(n,) 
extends to an isometric isomorphism, as in Proposition 4.5 (Figs. 3,4). 
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Hence we uniquely determine v on Ed w Q,/K such that pn = l&x. pLe A(8); 
v is a rational function weighting dl on Ed. Then in Fig. 5: 
(i) ‘I;: is the isometric extension of Yz on y:; 
(ii) J2 is the obvious isometric isomorphism with 
(iii) Y= {Ed Yntr,bj dv(l), obviously an isometric isomorphism (by 
Lemma 4.3 and the definition of v); 
(iv) J, is the induced isometric isomorphism; 
(v) J is the identification map defined via the same Malcev 
coordinates used to define the Malcev-Fourier transform FV. 
We can be quite explicit about the form of the induced map J1 for 
vectors 4 in x; we may (nonuniquely) write 4 = Q, w for w E Y(G), and 
get 
Under Y-r this corresponds to the field of vectors Jz Y,lr,,,S$Vwdv(/); 
but, as in Proposition 4.4, Yn Q, w = rK., $Yq w for generic I E Ed, so that 
(30) 
Note that the representations ~(1, b) vary rationally with I. For vectors in 
gr, the components in the decomposition (30) vary continuously (even 
smoothly) on the generic set in Q,/K. 
This decomposition of K yields a decomposition of t into irreducibles. 
For 1~ E,n U,zQIR,/K, 
z,=‘II(,,~, with ll=K.l, and lie= Y~07zS0 Y’,’ on L2(& rud 
are measurable fields of concrete unitary representations, and are inter- 
twined by Y. The space of gw vectors for tie is Y(8), by Proposition 4.4, 
and the %‘w topology agrees with the Frechet topology. The tie vary 
smoothly on the generic set in Q,/K, because we have 
fb(g)(ro~qw) = ro~v(R,w), all w E 9’(G), generic 8 E 52,/K, 
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as can be seen by chasing around Fig. 3. Similarly we see that J2 Y’, = YJ, 
intertwines r and SgTIK R, b(8); from Figs. 2, 3 we get 
(Jz W,Q,~))e= ~~~~(~,w) = KQ,(R,w) 
= yU,n(g) Qrrw= G(g) YYnQnw = %(g)CJz yAQ~w)le 
for VgE G, VW E 9’(G), and generic 8. An easy L2-norm argument then 
shows 
(J, WytNs = %k)(Jz Y,t), 
for Vg E G, V< E XT, as required. 
v-a.e. on 0,/K 
For A E u(g) the %?’ decomposition of z(A), as in [24], can be described 
in various ways. By the fact that R(A)” restricts to generic orbits in 0,/K, 
the commutativity of Fig. 2, and Proposition 4.4, we have 
CdA)=W)“I, on Xg =9(O), vA~u(g), generic 6~l2,/K. (31) 
In fact, any 4 E y(O) is of the form r&w for some w E 9(G), and then 
tie(A)4 = YY,~@(A) Y~,‘r&w = Y,lz,(A) Qnw 
= yY,Q,(W)w)= rc~F~(&f)w) = R(A)” IB (4). 
From (31) we see that the %?* decomposition of z(A) under Jz Yv, is just 
r(A) z c/, So(A) dv(8) = j” R(A)” I0 dv(8). (32) 
t R,IK 
Another version of this uses the fact that Y= Yy, o J: ,4p(K\G) -+ 9(&l,) is 
bijective. If z” is r realized in L’(K\G) via J, then 
V(z”(A)~)=R(A)^la~(~~‘), V&z Y(K\G), VA E u(g). (33) 
Before we summarize these observations in the decomposition theorem 
below, one fact should be noted. If XE g, the unitary group Qexp LX) has 
infinitesimal form r&,(X)= R(X)“(, on X$ =9(O) and tie(X) is just a 
polynomial coefficient differential operator on 8. Although R(X) on G is a 
vector field, R(X) h on g* need not be first order, and likewise for 
f,(X) E 9’(O). Thus the operators 72,(exp tX) are rather unpleasant Fourier 
integral operators. We have avoided using them by working entirely with 
the action of u(g) on C” vectors. 
Here is our main result on the smooth decomposition of t. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let (g, f, b, x) satisfy the conditions (20) and let 
z = ind(Kf G, x), Sz, = f + 1’ where f E g* determines the character x E K h. 
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Fix measures mo, mk, mB, m,, k to establish norms in %7, X$6j 
for generic Ii5 52,, and to define maps Qr: Y(G) -+ SS?,“, Qn(r,,,: 
P(G) + KY&q US in (9) and (11). Fixing a weak Malcev basis X,, . . . . X,, 
through b n f, f, b + f compatible with these measures, define the Malcev- 
Fourier transform S$: Y(G) + Y(g*) as in (21), and the identifcation map 
J: Y’(K\G) -+ x as in Section 3. Define normalizations of Lebesgue 
measure ua on Sz, and K-invariant measures ue for generic 9~0,/K such 
that S!“(fz,, pa) = j&k =Y*(tI, uO) dv(tI), as in Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. 
Zf z” is z realized on pz(K\G) via J, then Y(K\G) c s%!” and there exist 
(i) An isometry V= ul, oJ: L’(K\G) --i L2(s2,, ,ua); 
(ii) A measurable field of unitary representations tiO modeled in 
z2(8, uLg) for generic 0; 
such that 
(a) V maps Y(K\G) to Y(sZ,) and is Frechet bicontinuous. 
(b) ? decomposes under J2 0 V, z” s r&k I&, dv(0). 
(c) gs r 7~(t,~) E GA for generic 0, where 1 is the K-orbit representative 
in the flat cross-section Ed w 0,/K determined by our basis. 
(d) &‘g = Y(0), with the $?m and Frechet topologies in agreement, 
and So(A) = R(A) h I0 for all A E u(g) ‘and generic 0. Thus the %Y decomposi- 
tion of z”(A) is l$k &(A) dv(B) = j$,k R(A)^ 10 dv(0). 
(e) For any 8~ Y(K\G) and A E u(g) we have 
V(z”t-4 Ii, = W 1 h I n,( 6,. 
Proof We are just compiling previous results and giving an explicit 
form to V. We define J2, Yz as explained in Fig. 5. For (a), V is bijective, 
and the rest is Corollary 4.6(c). For (b) see (30)-(31). The first part of (c) 
follows since Yz: X,” + Y(0) is Frtchet bicontinuous (GY topology in 
z?,“), by Lemma 4.3, and since & = vl,x, Y;‘; &(A) has been computed 
in (31). Part(e) is just (33). m 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF OPERATORS IN D,(K\G) 
We have shown that the map V = Y* 0 J: Y(K\G) + Y(s2,) transforms 
operators z”(A) = J*R(A), A E u(g), to polynomial coefficient operators on 
f-L 
V?(A) V-l= R(A)“14, R(A)^ = S-$R(A) S,’ Eg(g*). 
The operators R(A) h restrict to generic K-orbits and, upon identifying 
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Y*(s2,, pLn) = jgclK 9*(0, ps) dv(8), we get the 55’” decomposition of 
E(A) V-’ corresponding to the decomposition ? r S&K rcg dv(8). 
We next investigate what happens to elements of D,(K\G) under this 
transformation. We know from [8] that D,(K\G) is Abelian; if z is not 
multiplicity-free, however, there is no a priori reason why D,(K\G) should 
decompose diagonally. 
Since DE D,(K\G) leaves Y(K\G) invariant, we get a well-defined, 
Frechet continuous transform VDV-’ acting on 9(Qr); see Corollary 
4.6(c). We will show that this operator lies in PP(Q,), and then that it is 
scalar and constant on K-orbits. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra, f any subalgebra, and 
XE K” any character. Let acDiff(G, T) be the subalgebra generated by 
operators p(g) R(A), h w ere A~u(g) and p is a polynomial constant on K\G 
cosets. Then ajVmCG,rj = 9(G) n Diff(G, z)J~~(~,~), where B(G) is the algebra 
of polynomial coefficient differential operators on G. 
Note. Call two operators D, D’ E Diff(G, T) congruent if they are 
the same on 5P(G, r). Taking a weak Malcev basis X,, . . . . X,, . . . . X, 
through I and coordinates q(s, t) in G, (s, t)E Rp x R” with m + p = n, 
we may transfer the partial derivatives DyDt to operators on G. 
Functions 4 E%‘~(G, r) have the form q5oq(s, t) = ec.“F(t), where c = 
Vnifv-,), . . . . 2nif(Xp)) because f 1 i is a homomorphism. It is not hard to 
see that operators p,(t) 0; (where p. is a polynomial not depending on s) 
are in Diff(G, z), and that any D E Diff(G, t) n 9(G) has a representative of 
the form C,, r”, p,(t) 0;. If J: V:“(K\G) -+ qa(G, r) is the identification 
map in these coordinates, and we impose coordinates K. ~(0, t) in K\G, 
then J*(D;)= 0; in an obvious sense; thus J* .(Diff(G, z)nP(G))= 
9(K\G) and the lemma says, in effect, that J*(a) = 9(K\G). Furthermore, 
to prove the lemma it s&ices to show that any operator of the form 0: 
(a E H”, ) is congruent to one in a. 
Proof of 5.1. We work by induction on m = n - p. Since R(X,,) = a/at, 
in the given coordinates on G, the case m = 1 is easy. Assume m > 1 and 
let go = R-span(X,, . . . . X,- i}; take coordinates qO(s, t’) = q(s, t’, 0) in 
Go = exp go, and let r0 = Ind(Kt Go, I), R,( Y) = right action of YE go on 
Go, etc. If c1 E Z”- ’ x {0} we write b: for the operator corresponding to 
0;; . . . 0;;:; in the coordinates (s, t’)= (s, t,, . . . . t,-l) in Go, and write 07 
for the corresponding operator on G; thus d; E Diff(G,,, z,), while 
0: E Diff(G, 0). The inductive hypothesis says that for any a E Z”” x {0}, 
BT is congruent to an operator 1 fza(go) l&(X{), (34) 
ptsy’ 
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where X{ = Xp .*.X2:; and the f ors are polynomials on GO constant on 
K\Go cosets. 
Let x(1,) = exp(t, X,,), go E Go. Ifj< n and cp E ‘XW(G), a straightforward 
calculation gives 
R(Xj) V(gOx(tm)) = RO(Adx(f,)Xj) (Px(‘m’(gO)9 k E R go E Go, 
where @(go) = cp(g,x). Repeated use of this gives 
KG) cp(gox(L)) =how,%) (Px(‘m)(go) (35) 
for c1 E Z:- ‘. Clearly rp E W’(G, z) + q”(‘“) E WS”(Go, ro). But R,(Ad,,,,X,) 
= CJ’:r pii R,(X,), where the pii are polynomials with Det[pii] = 1, so 
there exist polynomials qii such that 
n-1 
RO(Xj)= C 4ijttm) RO(Adx(tm)Xi), l<j<n-1, t,e[W. 
i=l 
Similarly, if a E Z:-’ there are polynomials q&t,,,) such that 
Let h,,( g,x( t,)) = CgE z:-~ fas( go) qBy( t,); these polynomials are constant 
on K\G cosets. If cp E %F’(G, r), then 
c wwJ cpkoX(L)) ysz;-’ 
=; f&o) 4/&m) ww cp(gox(L)) 
=;&dgo) qS&J ~o(~&,,,G) cD*(G)(go) (by (35)) 
=; f&o) RoU’t) @(rm)(go) (by (36)) 
= Q(p”(‘q go) (by(34)) 
= wPP(gox(L)), 
by a routine calculation. Thus 0; is congruent to C h&X6) E a for 
a&zm,- x (0). As above, D, is congruent to R(X,), so the above 
statement holds for all TV EZ’: and the lemma is proved. 1 
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This observation is the key to obtaining the spectral decomposition of 
elements in D,(K\G). 
5.2. THEOREM. Let (g, f, b, x) satisfy (20), let XI, . . . . X,, . . . . X,, . . . . 
X ,,,, .,,, X, be an admissible weak Malcev basis as in Section 4, let 
t =Ind(Kt G, I), and let V= !P,o J: ,I;p(K\G) + Y(s1,) be the map defined 
in Proposition 4.5 (Fig. 3), where J: W-(K\G) + qm(G, z) is the identifica- 
tion map corresponding to our basis. Then for any D E D,(K\G), 
(a) VDV-’ is an operator in p(sZ,). 
(b) There is a K-invariant polynomial po~@[B,]~ such that 
VDV-’ = p,(l)Z. 
(c) D,(K\G) E @[Q,lK under V. 
Under the decomposition map J, 0 1/: Y2(K\G) + Y*(Q,, pn) of 
Theorem 4.7, the action of DE [ID,(K\G) on vectors in Y(K\G)E%‘~ 
decomposes as 
Proof. The last statement follows from (a) and (b). To prove (a), recall 
that J(Y(K\G)) = x= Q,(Y(G)), where Qr is the averaging map (9). 
There is an A ~u(g, r) such that D =7(A)= J-‘L(A)J= J*L(A). Since 
L(A) E P(G), Lemma 5.1 ensures that we can find polynomials p, constant 
on K\G cosets such that 
44) = c p,(g) NX”) on V(G, r). 
I 
Notice that Q,( pa w)( g) = p,(g) Q, w( g) for all w E Y(G). Thus 
L(A) Qrwk) = c p,(g) NX”) Q,wk) = Qr 
a 
(g), (37) 
> 
because R(X”) commutes with Q, (Lemma 2.1(b)). Under the coordinate 
map q: DB” + G, poloq(xI, . . . . x,) does not depend on xi, . . . . xP. Regard pa as 
a pointwise multiplication operator; then fi, = FV 0 pa 0 9;’ is a constant 
coefficient differential operator on g* that does not involve derivatives in 
the I’ direction; in particular, 6, restricts to the variety Sz,. Now apply !Pr 
(Fig. 3) to both sides of (37): 
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=rdC, 1 P~RW)~ (Fig. 3) 
rx 
=rR c jj,R(X”)“Fvw 
a 
=c $,R(P)“r, Sqw 
(38) 
Thus YJA) Y;’ E~(SZ,), and (a) follows. 
On V”(G, r), L(A) commutes with R(B), VBeu(g), so Y&4) Yu;’ 
commutes with Yr R(B) Y; ’ = R(B) h 1 R, (by Proposition 4.5). We now 
show that VD V-’ restricts to generic 13 E0,/K, and then that these restric- 
tions are scalar and constant on each 0; from this, we will prove (b). 
Fix a strong Malcev basis Y1, . . . . Y,, in g. In [8, Theorem 3.11, we 
described a partition of g* into Ad*(G)-invariant layers U,,, . . . . U,, such 
that lJf= r Uci is Zariski-open for each k (in particular , U,, is open). There 
is a unique index e such that U, meets Q, in a Zariski-open set. We showed 
that there are enough “e-central” elements in u(g) to separate Ad*(G)- 
orbits in U,-i.e., elements Al, . . . . A, such that 
(i) A, is e-central: 7cI(Ai) is scalar on +?z for all 1~ U,; 
(ii) $i(/) = n,(Ai) is rational nonsingular on all of 17,; 
(iii) The functions 4,, . . . . #I are G-invariant and separate G-orbits 
in U,. 
Obviously di(l) is constant on each G-orbit since the condition X,(A) = cl 
on 2’: is invariant under unitary equivalence a, z K,,. The 4i are actually 
polynomials in @[LX,]“: we have seen in Section 4 that ?(Ai) has C” 
decomposition 
and consequently bi = R(A J h 151, almost everywhere. Since di is rational 
nonsingular and R(Ai), In, Ed, #i is a polynomial; it is actually 
Ad*(G)-invariant, hence Ad*(K)-invariant. 
In (8) we showed that there is a K-invariant, open, dense, semialgebraic 
set SC IR, (automatically p&Q, N S) = 0, because of density) such that 
G .I n 0, is a closed manifold in 52, consisting of finitely many 
K-orbits 
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for all 1 E S. Of course U, n S has the same properties, so we may assume 
U,n a, 2 S. If we define layers for K-orbits in g* with respect to the 
admissible weak Malcev basis Xi, . . . . X, through I, and if U,(K) is the layer 
that meets 52, in a Zariski-open set, then Sn U,(K) has the above proper- 
ties and we may assume that SG U,(K) n U, n 52,. 
Let Qi = (41, . . . . 4,): S + @’ and 
q=dimQ,-genericdim(K.f:ZEQn,). 
The generic value of rank(d@), on U, n 52, is assumed on a Zariski-open 
set 2 c U, n Q, and is d q because @ is constant on K-orbits in U,. On 
the other hand, rank(d@), is constant on 9. Therefore 2 foliates into sub- 
manifolds on which @ is constant. If IE .9 and M, is the leaf through 1, M, 
locally contains K. I; since K f I is the component of G . In Q, through 1 and 
CD separates G-orbits in U,, M, must locally coincide with K. I and their 
dimensions are equal. Thus rank(&),= q on 3. Since K acts by 
diffeomorphisms on 51,) 3 is K-invariant and we may assume that S& 2. 
ThusifI,ESwecan select {~i,,...,~i4}~{~i:l~i~r} to get %:” coor- 
dinates on S near I,. Assume for notational convenience that ii = j for 
1 < j < q. Then the coordinates rate I I--+ (s, t) E Rd x lRq (where d = dim K .I 
for I ES), where 
(i) tj=di(l) for 1 <i<q; 
(ii) for any 1 near lo the orbit K. 1 is locally determined by setting 
t = constant. 
We may assume that s = t = 0 at I,. 
By Proposition 4.5 we know that R(A,)^ restricts to s2, and to generic 
8 E Q,/K. If we write A0 for VDY-‘, we have seen that 
O= CACl, R(Ai)“IQ,l = CAC13 4il= CAlIt lil2 ldi<q, 
where we regard c,z~~ as a pointwise multiplication operator. Near lo we may 
express A, in the form 
and to say that A, restricts to K. lo near lo means that c,&s, 0) E 0 if fl# 0. 
But 
[D;, ti] = kD;,-’ for kcZ+; CD:, til =O if i # j. 
Hence 
0= [A,, ti] =~/$c,,D:D~-=~ (0:’ = D,). 
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Therefore caS G 0 near &, if /Ii # 0. This applies to any I, E S, so A0 actually 
restricts to any K-orbit in S. 
We have A,[,E~‘(@, so Aole is continuous in the Frtchet topology of 
Y(8), and 
o= CAole, R(u(9))* Is1 = L-6 Nu(9))lAl, for generic 8. 
By Proposition 4.4, ul, : %‘,” + Y(K . I) is a topological isomorphism inter- 
twining rcubj(u(g)) with Ku(g))” IK.!. By Poulsen’s irreducibility theorem 
(Theorem 3.5 of [25]), A,\,., must be scalar for generic K-orbits in sZ,/K. 
Therefore there is a function pD constant on K-orbits in Sz, such that 
A,JB= ~~(6). Since A,, is a polynomial coefficient differential operator, 
pD E C [Sz,]“, and this proves (b). 
To prove (c) use the Malcev coordinates t I-+ K.q(O, t) for our 
admissible weak Malcev basis to parametrize K\G, and impose coordinates 
ic-Zip=lfiXi*+C~t~ iiXp*+i, i E I??‘, in 52,. As noted after Proposition 4.5, 
the map V= YZ 0 J: y(K\G) + Y(s2,) then reduces to the ordinary 
Euclidean Fourier transform 4 : Y( IV”) + Y( @“). Let p E C[!S,]“. In 
these coordinates pZ transforms back to a constant coefficient differential 
operator D = V-‘opZo V on K\G. But I/ also intertwines t”(A), R(A)” JR, 
for A E u(g), and R(A)^ restricts to generic Ad*(K)-orbits ~EIR,/K, 
on which p is constant. Therefore [pl, R(A)” Ia,] =0 for all A; hence 
DE D,(K\G) and is an operator such that VDV-’ = pZ. 1 
Although YZ is a Euclidean Fourier transform in suitably chosen coor- 
dinates, that is not the end of the story in computing examples. We have 
shown that R(A)^ = 9qR(A) 9;’ restricts to 52,; because R(A) commutes 
with Q,, we get 
‘Y,z(A) Y’;‘= IY,R(A) Y;‘= R(A)& all A E w(g). (39) 
If D=y(A)e D,(K\G) has a representative A~u(g, r) for which L(A) 
commutes with Q,, a similar result holds for VDV- ‘, and in fact this holds 
for all DE D,(K\G) in all known examples. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let (9, f, b, x) satisfy (20), fix an admissible weak Malcev 
basis X,, . . . . X,, . . . . X, through f, and define V= ul, 0 J: Y(K\G) + y(ln,), 
where Yz is as in Proposition 4.5 and J: Wm(K\G) +U”‘(G, ?) is the 
identification map for this basis. Then: 
(a) For any AELI( R(A)^ =S$qR(A)9;’ restricts to Sz,, and 
E(A) V-’ = R(A)^ (a, E 8(52,). 
(b) Let u(g, t)” = (A Eu(g, z): L(A) commutes with Q,}, where 
Qr : Y(G) + 2,” is the averaging map (9). Zf DE D,(K\G) has a repre- 
sentative A E u(g, z)O, so that D = y(A), then L(A)” = S$L(A) 9;’ restricts 
to Sz, and VDV-‘= L(A)“(,x~B(12,). 
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(c) The subalgebra u(g, 7)’ E u(g, 7) contains u”(g) = {A E u(g): 
[A, I] = (0)). rf u(g, 7)‘+ u(g) a, = u(g, 7), and in particular if u”(g) + 
u(g) a, = u(g, z), then every DE D,(K\G) has a representative A E u(g, 7)‘. 
Proof. Part (a) follows easily from (39) and the definition of J. Part (c) 
follows from the remarks of Section 3 once we show that u”(g) G u(g, 7)‘. 
First note that if A bud, then L&(A)= L(A) L, for ke K, so if 
cp E%?“(G) and w E Y(G) we get 
(QAAh vP)+,cj = s Q,bW)w)k) v(g) ds G 
ic 
-- 
= L(A) w(k) x(k) dk v(g) dg 
G K 
= L(A) Lk’wk)cp(g) dg X(k) dk 
I 
= L,‘wW L(A)*cp(g) dg x(k) dk l- 
= SI Wg) x(k) dk UA)*cp(g) dg G K 
= (Q,w L(A)*v)= (L(A) Qrw, cp). 
Thus A E u(g, 7)“. 
For (b), assume that A E u(g, 7)‘. To see that L(A) A restricts, suppose 
that JI E Y(g*) satisfies tjIR,=O. There exists w E Y(G) with FVw = rj on 
g*. Since Yy, is an isometry and Y, 0 Qr = rnPq (Fig. 3), we get 
SO that Qr w = 0. Since A E u(g, 7)‘, 0 = L(A) Q, w = Q, L(A) w. Reversing 
the argument gives 
O=r61~~LL(A)wl.r=L(A)A~l,~, 
and L(A) A restricts. The rest is calculation: let C$ E Y(K\G) and w E Y’(G) 
such that Q, w = J$ Then we have 
I’D@ = YV,Jy(A)@ = Y’,L(A) J$ 
= y’,Q,UA)w (since A E u(g, 7)“) 
=r,~~L(A)w=L(A)^I,~(V~), 
since L(A)^ restricts. 1 
5x0/ 10812-l 3 
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The conditions of (c) are satisfied whenever the pair (g, f) is reductive 
(i.e., when there is a space m complementary to f in g with [f, m] c m), 
and in particular whenever dim f = 1; see [8]. In every known example 
where T contains representations in general position, u(g, r)’ + u(g)a, = 
u(99 T)* 
Remark. One consequence of Theorem 5.2 is that D,(K\G) is com- 
mutative when r has finite multiplicity. We already know that from [8], 
but in the present situation we can interpret this in a striking way. If K\G 
is given suitably chosen polynomial coordinates t H Kq(O, t), the element 
of D,(K\G) become constant coefficient differential operators on R” and 
obviously commute! This follows because Y, oJ is the Euclidean Fourier 
transform in these coordinates, as explained in the Note following the 
statement of Proposition 4.5. 
6. TEMPERED FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
Given (9, 6, f, x) satisfying conditions (20) , let us fix Haar measures m,, 
mBF mK? m,, K and an admissible weak Malcev basis X1, . . . . X, through f, 
and use the polynomial cross-section for K\G to get the corresponding 
map J: Y(K\G) --f Y: c 2,“. In this section we model r=ind(KfG, x) as 
an action t on L’(K\G) via J. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let (9, f, b, x) satisfy the conditions (20). Then every 
D E D,(K\G) has a tempered fundamental solution u E Y(K\G): Du = g& 
where tKe is the point mass at Ke in K/G. 
Proof We could apply the ideas of [l], following [Z], once we have 
our realization of D,(K\G) as C[Q,]“. However, we have seen that if we 
impose suitable coordinates on K\G and Sz,, then V= Y7 0 J: Y(K\G) + 
Y(Q,) is just a Fourier transform, and VDV-’ = po(l)Z with p. E C[Q,]“. 
Therefore D itself must be a constant coefficient differential operator in the 
coordinates on K\G and, as such, has a tempered fundamental solution. 1 
If ld,un is the distribution cp H j cp(l) dpa(l) on Y(Q,), it is obvious that 
V’( ld,ua) = rKe on Y(K\G). We thus get a decomposition 
5Ke= s, Wldd v(@ (40) 7 lK 
corresponding to ,LJ~ = SnrlK pe dv(8). Since generic K-orbits in QZ need not 
be flat, we can expect the component Fourier transforms V’(1 dpe) to be 
fairly complicated elements in Y’(K\G); see [6]. If we define D’ on 
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5 E Y’(K\G) by (D’5, 6) = (5, Dd;>, then (D’tKe, $b = D&Ke) and 
the components in (40) are simultaneous eigendistributions for all 
DE [I9,(K\G) because if VDV-‘=pJZ)Z with pD~C[S2,]k, we get 
<DWl&,), 6) = (14~0, PO(U . @> = < PD(W~&O), 4). (41) 
For a generic set of 8 these distributions are linearly independent: the 
K-invariant rational functions C(S2,)k separate generic K-orbits since 
there is a rational parametrization of these orbits. Hence the K-invariant 
polynomials separate them too because @(&I,)” consists of quotients of 
elements in C[s2,]“, by standard arguments. 
There is a close connection between the components V’(~L&) in (40) 
and the distribution matrix coefficients in Y’(G) associated with the 
X-covariant vectors a,, arrC,,bj E%; O” defined in Section 2. Given any 
unitary representation p and a E 2;” we defined the matrix element 
T= T,,, E 9”(G) in Section 2, 
CT, w> = (p’(wha)= (a, Q,,oWt,>-, all WEY(G), 
where Qp,o : y?(G)-+*,” is given by j(Q,,,($))=p’(w)a. For p=z and 
a = a,, a,($) = $@, as in Example 2.2, we have 
(Tw w> = Q,(a)(e) = j w(k) x(k) dk i.e., T, = Xm,. (42) 
K 
If in 8, and m is any polarization, and if we fix mM, mMn K in addition to 
previous normalizations, we get 7c = r~~,,~) E G”, a, E 2;” such that 
z’(k) a, = x(k) urr, and a Frechet continuous surjective map Qn: 9’(G) -+ 
2,” via Q,(w) =j-‘(n’(s) a,), as in Example 2.3. Then 
Following the discussion in [ 131, this matrix element only gets scaled by 
some I>0 if we 
(i) Change the polarization m; 
(ii) Pass from (I, m) to Ad*(k)Z, Ad(k)m) for some kE K. 
Thus, up to a positive scalar, T,,+ depends only on the K-orbit 0 = K. 1 in 
Sz,. Fixing a flat cross-section E,c Sz, for generic K-orbits 0 E Q,/K, we 
take a representative I in 8 n E, and the particular polarization m = 6; this 
fixes a normalization T, of T,,,z. 
6.2. LEMMA. Given (g, f, b, x) satisfying conditions (20), fix a flat cross- 
section Edfor generic orbits in Q,JK, andfix normalizations of m,, mK, mB, 
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and mBnK. For each I in the generic set Ud~ Edw G’,/K, let ng = z(I, b) 
a@ = ax(I, 6) as in Example 2.3, and let p. = {z pe dv(8) be the disintegration 
associated with the smooth decomposition of z as in Section 3 (Fig. 5). Write 
G(g) = w(g-‘). Then the matrix elements T, = T,, us and TO = T,,+ satisfy 
(a) (TO, w) = JO r,$,iG dpO for generic tie s2,jK; 
(b) CT,, w> = la, r&T,6 &*; 
(c) T, = j&K TO dv(0) in the sense that (T,, w) = jnrlK (TO, w) dv(8) 
(absolutely convergent), for all w E 9’(G). 
Proof: From Section 2 we recall that for any representation p, 
P’k)A<) =APk)5), Qk:;, gEG, 
and hence p’(w)j(t)=j(p(w)<) f or any w E Y(G). We saw (Lemma 2.1) 
that T,(u* * v) = (n’(u* * v) a,, a,) = (Q,(6), Q,(ii)),; hence, as in Fig. 2, 
If U, 30 is an 9’ approximate identity with u,EP’(G), supp(u,) compact 
and decreasing to {e}, then the same is true of u,* and ii,; thus u,* * v + v 
and v * u, + v in the Frechet topology since the action G x 9’(G) --f Y(G) 
is jointly continuous (see [S, Appendix 11). Furthermore, &i&, is 
uniformly bounded on g* and converges pointwise to 1, so by dominated 
convergence and FrCchet continuity of TO we get (absolutely convergent 
integrals) 
T,(v*)=jr,%v‘d,q, all v E Y(G), generic 6 = l2JK; (43) 
Similarly, 
T,W=~ r,Pqi7 d,an; 
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Thus we get an absolutely convergent integral decomposition 
= 
s T,(w) NO I GIK 
Note. There is no reason to expect that S$(u* * u) = yVu. 5qv or 
Fq(u*) = $u for our Malcev-Fourier transform, so the last integrals in 
(43) and (44) are particularly interesting. 
Since we have 
(T,, w) = ( ldpe, r,S$$i+) = ( ldpe, r,&@) 
= (1 he, y,QrG) 
= (v,(ldp,), J-‘Q,@,>, VW E Y(G), 
the results above show the TO are related to the Fourier transforms 
I’,( ldpO) on K\G for generic 8. Recall (Corollary4.6) that J-‘Q,: Y(G) I-+ 
Y(K\G) is Frechet continuous. 
5. EXAMPLES 
Examples in which m(n) $ 1 are particularly interesting in the way that 
distinct K-orbits lying in the same G-orbit are distinguished. In every 
example we have u(g, t)‘+ u(g) a, = u(g, r), and in most we also have 
u”(g) + u(g) a, = u(g, r), but this can fail if 0, is not in general position. 
The first few examples involve the algebra g with basis 2, Y, X, W and 
commutators [ W, X] = Y, [ W, Y] = 2. If I = iZ* + . . + ti W* in g*, its 
Ad*G orbit is given by 
Ad* exp(zZ+...+wW)f=iZ*+(~-Wi) y*+ r-wj+;i x* 
+(ti+xj+[y-yji) w*. 
In those examples with I? RX the weak Malcev coordinates can be read 
from those for f = 5W; in the latter case take basis X,, . . . . X, = X, Z, Y, W. 
Then q(x, z, y, w) = exp(xX) . ..exp(w W) and the group law in these 
coordinates is 
(4 z, y, w)(x’, z’, Y’, w’) 
= (x + x’, z + z’ + wy’ + $w2x’, y + y’ + wx’, w + w’). (46) 
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From this we get the left actions on functions 4 o q, 4 E Y(G), 
L(Z)= -D, L(Z) h = -276 
L(Y) = -D, L(Y) h = -27cip 
L(X)= -D, L(X) h = -271icC 
(47) 
L(W) = -D, - xD, - yD, L( W) A = -2d.b + PD,: + iD, , 
where L(A) h = SV 0 L(A)oT;’ and the Malcev-Fourier transform S$ is 
as in (21). Recall [ll] that 3u(g)=C[Z, Y*-2A’ZJ and note that 
L( Y2 - 2XZ) h = -4n*( g2 - 2ii-i). The ideal b = ll&span{X, Y, Z} polarizes 
generic 1~ g*, those with i # 0. 
7.1. EXAMPLE. g as above, I = RX. Any f = f,Z* + .. . + f, W* satisfies 
(f; [I, f]) = 0, and 52, = f,X* + I&span{Z*, Y*, W*}. For I E Q,, 
Zw (2, 3, f,, ti), we get 
K.l= 6% AL, R) if i # 0, 3 # 0 (generic in Sz,), 
G-l= ((2, t, q(t), R): te !R> if i # 0, where q(t) = q( t; i, 3) 
is quadratic in t, 
GA-dl,={(i,t,q(t),!R):q(t)=f,). (48) 
Thus G. In 8, consists of two K-orbits, for generic I E Q, ; m(n) = 2 and 
(20(i)) is satisfied. From (48) it is clear that C[s2,1K= C[i, j]. We will 
show that u(g, r) = C[Z, Y] @u(g) a,, and since @[Z, Y] c u”‘(g) E 
u(g, 7)’ we get D,(K\G) E L(@[Z, Y])” IQ,= C[i, $1 = CIQ,lK using 
(47) and Lemma 5.3. Notice that not all operators in D,(K\G) arise 
from 3u(g). In our picture, U= Y2-2XZ has y(U)” =L(U)“IQ,= 
-47c2(p2 - 2f,i), the restriction of an Ad*(G)-invariant polynomial on g*. 
It cannot separate K-orbits in 52, that lie in the same G-orbit; for that we 
need y(Y) A = L(Y) A ( 51, = -2zij. 
Since dim I= 1, we have u(g, r)=uK(g) +u(g) a,, by Corollary 4.5 of 
[8], so it suffices to show that u”(g) = @[Z, Y, X]. The inclusion 2 is 
obvious, and if A = C c,,ZcL1 r2Xa3 W” E u”(g) we have 
o= [A,X]=~mCclmZ"~Y~2+1X~'W~--, 
which implies that c,, = 0 if m > 0. 
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7.2. EXAMPLE. g as above, f=RZ+ZX, x=xf with f,#O; then 
Q, =f,Z* + f,X* + R-span{ Y*, IV*} . IS in general position. Here K. 1= 
(fi, j, f,., R) if 3 #O (generic in a,), the multiplicities are m(x) = 2, and 
@[sZ,]” = C[ 31. In this case u(g, z) = uK(g) + u(g) a, = C[ Y] 0 u(g) a, 
and 
D,(K\G) z y(u%N 2 Uu%)) h In, = @[.?I = @[WK. 
Once again, elements in y(ju(g)) do not account for all of D.(K\G), or 
separate points in Q,JK. 
7.3. Example. g as above, I = RY f ‘RX, x = xr with fc g* arbitrary. 
Then L2, = fV Y* + fxX* + R-span{ Z*, W* } is always in general position. 
For generic ~ESZ, (i=(I,Z)#O) we have K.l=(i,f,,f,,R) and 
m(n) = 1. Clearly C[i] = CCSZ,]“. A fairly easy calculation shows that 
u(9, T) = CCZI 0 u(g) a,, so Mg, t) = u”(g) + u(g) a, = ju(g) f u(g) a, even 
though the pair (g, f) is not reductive. Thus 
7.4. EXAMPLE. g as above, f = R-span{ Z, Y, X} with f, # 0. Then 
0, =f,Z* +f, Y* +fxX* + RW* is in general position, I = b, z K n(,,,) is 
irreducible for all ZEQ,, and K.f=52,. We have C[Q,]“=CI, u(g, z)= 
CZ+ u(g)a, = u”(g) + u(g) a, and D(K\G)r @I. 
7.5. EXAMPLE. g as above, f = (WY. Here the Malcev coordinates in G 
are set up using the basis Y, Z, X, W. Except for a permutation of the x 
and y entries, the multiplication law is the same as (46), and (47) remains 
valid. Now 52, = fJ Y* + R-span{Z*, X*, W*} is always in general position 
and K.Z=(i,f,,~-,IW)=G.lnSZ, if i#O, so m(n,)=l for generic IEQ,. 
Clearly @[i, a] = @[sZ,]“. Since dim I = 1 we know that ~(9, z) = 
uK(g)+u(g) a,, and it is easy to show that u“(g)=c[Z, Y, X]. Thus we 
get 
D,(K\G)=y(C[Z,X])rL(@[Z,X])A),r=@[t,~]=@[SZ,]K. 
In this multiplicity-free example, D ,( K\G) # y( ju( g)) z C [ i, ii]. 
In the next examples we have g as above but WE f; we need the group 
law in a Malcev basis that starts with W. If X,, . . . . X, = W, Z, Y, A’ the 
group law is 
(w, z, y, x)(w’, z’, Y’, x’) 
= (w + w’, 2 + 2’ - w’y + $( w’)2x, y + y’ - w’x, x + x’ ) (49) 
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so in these coordinates for G, and dual coordinates I = iZ* + . . . + J.$ W* 
in g*, 
L(X) = -D, + wDy - ;w~D; L(X)” = -2rcii-$D,+ ..-i 20; 
L(Y) = -D, + wD, L( Y) A = -2xilj - iD, 
L(X)= -Dz L(Z)* = -2nii 
L(W)= -D, L(W) h = -27@ 
After considerable cancellation we get L( Y2 - 2XZ) A = -47c2( j2 - 2i,?), 
L(Z)” = -2rci.t for the generators of 3u(g). 
7.6. Example. g as above, f=RW. For any f, Q,=f,W*+ 
R-span(Z*, Y*, X* } is in general position and 
K.l=((i,t,q(t),f,):t~[W}=G.lnSZ, if i=(l,Z)#O 
(generic in Q, ), 
where q(t) is quadratic in t. Thus ~(KJ = 1. The algebra C[s2,1K is best 
described by its restriction to the flat cross-section E,= f,,, W* + 
R-span { Z*, X* } for generic K-orbits: @ [Sz,] K z the algebra of 4 E @[Ed] 
such that 4 extends to a K-invariant polynomial on Q2, (rather than a 
rational function) under the substitution 4 H 4 0 Pd(l), where 
for 1~9,. (Applying (45) we see that (PJl)} =K.lnE, is the K-orbit 
representative in Ed if i = (1, Z) # 0.) The calculation is quite similar to 
one in [ 11, pp, 326-3271, so we suppress the details. In the end we find 
that C[sZ,]” z CIQ,lKIE, = C[i, ii]. In the next paragraph we will verify 
that u(g, T) = 3u(g) + u(g)a, (=u”(g) + u(g) a, since u”(g) = p(g)), so by 
Lemma 5.3 we get D,(K\G) = y@(g)) 2 L(su(g)) * Ia,. From what we 
know of the generators of the center restricted to Ed we see that the latter 
is all of @[Q,]? 
If one tries to compute u(g, z) using Lemma 4.2 of [S] and monomials 
in X, Y, Z, UW = W+ 2zi(f, W)I, the resulting recursion relations are a 
mess. It is easier to use the known structure of 3u(g) = @[Z, U] where 
U = Y* - 2XZ. It is easily seen that any A E u(g) has a unique expansion in 
the form 
A = c c,,,Z”‘U~~YX~‘U~+ c d,,Z”‘U”‘x”‘U”,. 
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If A E u(g, r), then by Lemma 4.2(b) of [8] we may assume that Ub does 
not appear in A with n > 0; then we must determine the choices of c, = cao, 
d, = da0 for which [ W, A] s 0 mod u(g) a,. Since [ W, Yk] = kZYk- ‘, 
[W,Xk]=kYXkel for k>l we get 
+ C (a3 + 1) d,,,.,,.,Z”‘U”2YX’3 
(using Y* = U+ 2XZ to simplify certain terms). This whole sum lies in 
C-span{ r1Y’*Xa3}, which, by Lemma 4.2 of [S], is a vector space cross- 
section for u(g) a,, so [ W, A] - 0 * [ W, A] = 0 in u(g) and all coefficients 
are zero when like monomials are combined. For the d-coefficients, 
d c(,.cI?..oL,+ I = 0, so the d-sum is in C[Z, U]. After regrouping the c-coef- 
ficients one gets 
Cal Al3 = 0, all aI, a3 > 0; 
cO,%~, = 0, all a,30, a,> 1; 
@a, + 1) cm,.aZ.orj + (a3 + 1) CR, + I,~~- l,a3 = 0, 
all a,>O, a,>, 1, a,aO. 
Some thought reveals that all c-coefficients are zero. Hence A E @[Z, U] 
and u(g, 7) = w(g) + u(g) a,. (A more detailed analysis would show that 
UK(g) = @[Z, U, W], but we don’t really need this.) 
7.7. Example. g as above, I = RZ + R W with f, = (f, Z) = 0. Now 
52, =fw W* + R-span(X*, Y*} is not in general position. We have 
K.Z=(O,j, R,f,,,)=G.lnSZ, for IE~, such that j=(I, Y)#O, and 
m(xJ = 1 generically. Clearly C[a,]“= C[ y]. 
In this example YE u(g, z) since [W, Y] = Z = Z + 27ci(f, Z)Z= U,, 
but Y 4: u”(g) because [ W, Y] #O. Thus we have u(g, r) 2 u”(g) + u(g) a,. 
We omit the calculations showing that u(g, T) = C[ Y, U] + u(g)a,. In 
order to apply Lemma 5.3 we show that L(Y) commutes with the averaging 
map Q,: Y(G) + #,“, which implies that u(g, z) = u(g, r)‘+ u(g) a,. We 
then conclude that D,(K\G) =y(@[ Y, U])zL(@[ Y, U])“lnr=@[$] = 
cCQ,l”. 
To see that YE u(g, 2)’ we compute L( Y) in the weak basis W, Z, Y, X 
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through f. Since Y~u(g, r) we have L(Y) Q,~EP(G, z) for any 
w E Y(G), and it suffices to show L(Y) Q,w = Q,L( Y)w at points 
g = ~(0, 0, y, x) M K\G. We have 
L(Y) Q,w(v(O, 0, Y> x)1 = f {QAv(Q 0, Y-G 4))lrz.o 
= -~,C(QG+VI(O, 0, Y, ~1. 
On the other hand, since f, = (f, Z) = 0 we get 
= JJ e-2”iwfqL( Y)w](q(w, z,y, x)) dz dw 
= eMZniwh[ - D, + wD,(w o q)](w, z, y, x) dz dw. 
But 1 D,(w 0 q) dz = 0, so this becomes 
ss ~~“‘~~~(-1) D,(wq)( w, z, y, x) dz dw = -D,C(Q,wb~l(O, 0, Y, x) 
as required. 
One could perform calculations similar to those in 7.1 and 7.6 for the Lie 
algebra with generators 2, Y, X, W, V and nontrivial relations 
c v, WI = K c K J-1 = Y CK Yl =z 
taking f = R W and f = R! V, respectively, and a character determined 
by f = /,,I f such that 1,(Z) = i # 0. The polarizing ideal is b = 
IF!-span{Z, Y, X, W}. This example is interesting because the center ju(g) 
consists of polynomials in the generators 
Z F1= Y2 - 2xz, F,= Y3-33xYZ+3WZ2 
FJ = 9 W2Z2 - 18 WXYZ + 6 WY3 + 8X3Z - 3X2 Y2; 
the generators are not free, since Z2FJ = Fi - Ff , see [l 11. When f = R W 
generic orbit intersections G. I n IR, are cubic and the multiplicities are 
mixed, m(rrJ = 1 or 3. We find that u(g, r)= @[X, Y, Z] @w(g) a,, with 
X, Y, Z E u(g)r and that 
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Clearly &u(g)) # D,(K\G), although every element in D, is algebraic over 
the fraction field generated by y(au(g)). When f = R V, G. In Sz, = K. 1 and 
m(q) = 1 for generic 1 E Sz,; it is interesting to check that the operators 
R( V) Ir ) . ..) R(Z) A do restrict to the (generic) cubic K-orbits in s2,. In this 
example 
BrW\G) z y(au(g)) z Nw(d)A IQ, = a=CQ,l”. 
We omit the details in order to give another example, in which g is not an 
extension of an abelian go by R. 
7.8. EXAMPLE. Let g have basis Z, Y3, Y,, Y, , X,, X,, X, , W,, W, 
with 
cw,, Y,l=Z, cw*, Y,l= y,, cw,, Y,l= y*, cx,, Y,l=-T 
[WI, x,1 =z cw,, x,1 =x3, cw,, x,1 =x2, (50) 
and take I = R-span{ Y,, X,, X1 }, f = I, 1 f with lo(Z) # 0. The ideal b = 
R-span { Z, Y3, Y,, X3, X,, X, } is polarizing for generic I E g*; for any 
lEg*, 
Ad* exp(zZ+...+~,W,)(~Z*+ ... +++,w:1 
The weak Malcev basis Y,, X2, X, , Z, Y,, Y, , A’,, W,, W, passes through 
bnt=I and b +I= b; in the Malcev coordinates q(y,, . . . . wl) = 
exp( yz, Y2) . . . . . exp( w i W, ) a Campbell-Hausdorff computation yields 
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rl(Y 2, . . . . WI) ?(Y;, aa.7 w;) 
=? Y,+Y;+~,y;,x,+x;,x,+x;+w,x;, 
( 
w: Y; 
2 I 
z+z’-x;y,+w,y;+w,x;+ WlX2 
w: y; w;x; 
---- 2+2+6+6’ 
Ys+Y;+w,Y;+y- 4 Y; 
2 I 
, Y,+Y;,x,+x;+w,x;+- WlXl ’ 2 
w2 + w;, WI + w; 
> 
. (52) 
The generic layer of Ad*(G) orbits in g* (determined by strong Malcev 
basis 2, Y,, . . . . X3, . . . . W,, W,) is U,= {I: i#O}; U, meets 52,. Generic G 
orbits are 6-dimensional, the non-jump vectors are Z, Y,, X2, and 
V rCr) = R-span{ Z*, Y,*, X,* } is a cross-section for G-orbits in 17,. For 
1~ U, the orbit-representative map q: U, + V,,,, q(l) = cp(i, j3, . . . . 16~) = 
i’Z* + 3; Y,* + i;X,* is given by the rational subsitutions 
2’ = 2, a: i;=i,-5’ . 3: Y;=Y,-g’ 
which are determined directly from (51). From the numerators of these 
rational Ad*(G)-invariant functions on g* we obtain independent 
generators of the fraction field Frac(au(g)) by symmetrization: 
Z, u, =2Y,Z- r:, u,=2x,z-xi. 
As in [11] it is not hard to see that these actually generate 3u(g) = 
@[Z, u,, U,] E @[g*]“. 
Let f = fy2 Y,* + f&X,* + f,, X: E f* determine the character x E I? that 
induces to obtain r. Then points I= iZ* + . . . + ti, W,* in the Zariski-open 
subset U=~2,n(I:i#0,3,#0,a,#OofUv,no, of9, have 
K.z=iZ*+33Y3*+fy2Yz*+[WY:+~~X~ 
+f,,x,*+fx,x:+rww,*+rww:, 
G.InSZ,=iZ*+(fl)J;,Y,*+f,,Y,*+IWY: 
+(+l)a,x,*+f,,x,*+fx,x:+Iww,*+rww: 
= (union of four K-orbits). 
Thus m(q) 3 4. 
As for D,(K\G), the elements Z and Y,, X3 (which are algebraic over 
Frac(&g))) are in u(g)“; the algebra h = R-span{Z, Y,, X3) is abelian 
and II(~) n u(g) a, = (0), so y: u(h) -+ ID, is injective. When we compute the 
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Malcev-Fourier transform D -+ DA E C[Q,]” we will see that y(u(h)) A = 
@[Q,]“. Thus we must have D,(K\G)ry(u(l~))r@[Z, Y,, X,]; this 
could be shown directly, but such calculations are tedious. 
From (52) we may compute the form of L(Z), . . . . L( IV,), R(Z), . . . . R( W,) 
in Malcev coordinates on G, and then take the Malcev-Fourier transform 
D+D” =$~D~F;,‘eP(g*). The final outcome is 
L(Z) h = -2nii 
L( Y,)^ = -27rijj 
L( Y,) h = -2x& 
L( Y,) A = -2x$, - iD,, 
L(X,) h = -27u3, 
L(X2) A = -27ci,t2 
L(X,)^ = -27ciet, 
L( w2) A = -2nitkz + j3 Djz 
+ iD,, + $2 D,, 
L( WI)” = -2ni6, + f3Dk2 
+ iD,, + .ti-, D, 
R(Z) h = 2nii 
R(Y,)^ =2nij,-iD,.z 
iD?, P$?, 
R(Y,)^ =2nij,-j2DlGz-A+A 
6(2ni)’ 2(2ni) 
R(X,)” =2n&--iD,, 
iD? 
R(X,) A = 2ni.+, + 2 - zCi-, D ., 
2( 27ci) n, 
.&D?, 
R(X,)” = 2nii, -ii-D,., +---A 
2(27ci) 
iD3.. 
+L-D,I-6(2ni)z 
R( W,) A = 27citi2 
R( W, ) h = 2xiti,. 
The operators R(X) h all restrict to generic K-orbits in Sz,, as do L(Z) h, 
L( Y3)“, L(X,)“. Since u(b) c u(g)r the transform D,(K\G) + C[Q,]” 
developed in this paper has the form y(A)” = L(A)^ (Q2, for A E u(b). 
Obviously y(u(h)) * = C[Q,]“, so we must have u(g, t) = u(Ij)@u(g) a,. 
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